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This thesis reviews the origins, development and uses of asset-liability modelling, as well as existing 
largely stochastic investment models, notably those of the Maturity Guarantees Working Party (1980), 
Wilkie (1986,1995) and Thomson (1996). A stochastic investment model is developed which 
describes returns from equities, bonds and cash, as well as inflation and economic growth. The model 
is consistent with economic theory, adequately fits past data, and is relatively parsimonious compared 
with other models. 
A series of assumptions about the causal relationships between inflation, economic growth and interest 
rates are made based on standard economic theory. It is noted that consensus does not exist on 
some of the economic theory. Similarly a series of assumptions on the pricing of assets are made 
based on financial economic theory on market efficiency, expectations and asset pricing. Notably, it is 
assumed that financial markets are efficient. 
An economic model is described for inflation, economic growth and interest rates based on the set of 
assumptions. Each variable is modelled such that its value in one period is a function of its value in the 
previous period, the value of the other economic variables in the current and previous period, and a 
normally distributed residual. The model is a mixture of a random walk and autoregressive process 
that has two special cases of a (non-mean-reverting) pure random walk, and a (mean-reverting) pure 
autoregressive process. 
A financial market model is described for bond and equity returns based on the set of assumptions. 
Expected returns are derived from the expected real interest rate plus a risk premium, where the risk 
premium is linearly related to the standard deviation of real return. Bond yields are modelled as the 
sum of expected future short term real interest rates, expected future inflation, and a risk premium. 
Share prices are modelled as the present value of expected future distributable earnings, discounted at 
a rate equal to the sum of expected future short term real interest rates, expected future inflation, and 
a risk premium. The growth in earnings per share is modelled as the sum of inflation, real economic 
growth and a normal residual, and is also linked to real interest rates. Dividends are modelled as a 
smoothed function of earnings, with unit-gain from earnings to dividends. 
Annual data for a 15 year period is used to parameterise the model for the United States, Britain and 
South Africa respectively. The modelled volatilities of financial market returns, together with the 
economic data, are used to fit the economic model. The procedure is similar to the method of 
moments for statistical estimation. Parameters in the economic model that are not statistically 
significant or are not consistent with the assumptions are excluded. It was found that neither the 
random walk nor the autoregressive special case models could adequately explain observed volatility 
in financial markets, so the general case (mixture model) was adopted for economic variables. 
The parameterised models for the three countries studied exhibited a "cascade structure" where all 











models for the United States and Britain all have inflation as the driving variable, whereas the South 
African model has both inflation and economic growth as driving variables. 
The model achieves the objectives of consistency with economic theory as well as parsimony (when 
compared to Wilkie (1995)). With regards to the criterion of producing reasonable output, the model 
has advantages over existing models. These include that financial market returns simulated by the 
model are non-normal and exhibit significant leptokursis (fat-tails) with higher probabilities of severe 
down-market returns than are predicted by normal or log-normal distributions. Simulated returns also 
exhibit the weak and slow mean reversion that is observed in markets, and the simulated yield curve 
exhibits non-parallel shifts and inversions. However, simulated interest rates (particularly nominal 
interest rates), and even bond yields can become negative, although the probability of negative 
nominal interest rates is small in the model, and that of negative bond yields is negligible. 
Two areas where a good fit was not achieved were in the models of risk premiums and dividends. It is 
recommended that alternative approaches for estimating risk premiums be used. The poor fit to 
dividend data is not regarded as a significant weakness because modelled equity returns are not 












Asset-liability modelling (ALM) is a relatively new field of actuarial science but has become the 
standard tool of many actuaries, notably those advising defined benefit pension funds on investment 
strategy and those involved in the financial management of insurance companies. Smith (1996: 1170) 
defines ALM as modelling "the assets and liabilities of a financial entity, including the interactions 
between them". ALM has become a standard tool as it not only gives a central projection, as do 
traditional deterministic actuarial methods, but also information about the possible variability around 
that projection. A key input to the ALM process is the stochastic investment model, which models the 
assets, as well as certain variables (such as inflation) that are required to modelling the liabilities. 
Despite the widespread use of ALM, no stochastic investment model has been adopted as standard, 
and there are now several models in existence. This is reflective both of the different approaches used 
to develop stochastic investment models, and of the fact that the development of stochastic investment 
models fall into the areas of statistics, economics and financial economics - areas in which actuaries 
are trained, but are not typically leaders or experts. To date, models have typically been developed 
using a largely statistical approach i.e. finding a model which best fitted observed data. Unfortunately, 
this approach often leads to models that are at odds with established economic theory, and even 
models that incorporate features that do not reflect reality, for example some imply that successful 
trading strategies exist whereas in practice they do not. The weakness of a purely statistical approach 
is that when numerous parameters are estimated, as is typically the case when developing a stochastic 
investment model, statistically significant relationships may be introduced that are spurious. As can be 
expected, different parameters are found when different data periods or data from different countries is 
used, but the whole structure of the model can also change. 
An alternative approach to developing a stochastic investment model is to base the structure of the 
model on established economic theory and then to parameterise the model using observed data. Such 
a model will undoubtedly fit the data used to parameterise it less well than a pure statistical approach, 
but it addresses the key weakness of a purely statistical approach in that it will not capture spurious, 
but statistically significant relationships, and has a structure that is stable across different time periods 
and economies. Importantly, a model that is consistent with economics should produce reasonable 
output, and make intuitive sense to users. This is beneficial to actuaries interpreting the results from 
ALM and communicating them to clients. 
The objective of this research is to develop a model of inflation, short term interest rates, real 
economic growth, bond returns and equity returns that is consistent with economic theory, but also 
adequately fits the data without being overly complex. Ideally the model should be sufficiently flexible 
to allow adaptation for different applications. Broadly, the approach taken is to specify the structure of 
the model based on a set of economic and financial economic assumptions, and then parameterise the 











The research will not consider other explanatory variables, such as money supply and the gold price, 
which may in practice affect investment returns, and returns from property and inflation-linked bonds, 
and wages are not modelled. Within equity, sub-sectors of the market will not be considered. While 
the model is not country specific, it is not a multi-country model and therefore excludes consideration 
of exchange rates. The model will be parameterised for the US, British and South African economies. 
Please note that the research was conducted part-time over several years, so that the data used 
reflects when particular work was completed and the data available at that time, not any subjective 
selection of data periods. The thesis has the following structure: 
Chapter 2 discusses the origins, developments and uses of ALM. The main published stochastic 
investment models are then described, particularly those of the Maturity Guarantees Working Party 
(1980), Wilkie (1986, 1995) and Thomson (1996). 
Chapter 3 summarises the approach taken in developing the stochastic investment model and the 
philosophy behind it. Firstly the evaluation criteria are discussed and how they will be applied. The 
choice of variables to be included in the model and the available data is then explained. A method of 
formulating the model is given. 
Chapter 4 discusses the economic theory of how inflation, economic growth, and interest rates interact 
with one another, as well as the efficiency of financial markets. Expectations theory and models for the 
determination of risk premiums are also discussed. Standard models for the pricing and valuation of 
bonds and equities are described, including a discussion of the term structure of interest rates, 
earnings and dividends. Two sets of assumptions are then made, one set for the economic model, 
and another for the financial market model. These assumptions are used to formulate the full 
stochastic investment model. 
Chapter 5 shows how the assumptions about the functioning of the economy and the financial markets 
can be described mathematically. The parameters in the mathematical model are then estimated. 
Chapter 6 provides a summary description of the model, firstly a diagrammatic representation of the 
structure of the models, and then through summary statistics. Properties of the model are then more 
closely examined. In particular, the distribution of returns, including the tail of the distributions is 
examined. The degree to which mean-reversion of equity returns is incorporated in the model (i.e. to 
what extent modelled equity risk decays) is then explored. The modelled behaviour of the yield curve 
is also examined. How the models might be adapted and used is then described, in particular how 
they might be calibrated to current market conditions. The models are then evaluated under the three 
criteria of consistency with economic theory, parsimony and reasonableness of output. 
Finally, Chapter 7 summarises a number of conclusions and makes recommendations for further 
research. 
Demonstration spreadsheets of each of the three country models are provided in the accompanying 











2. Literature Review 
2.1 Asset-Liability Modelling 
2.1.1 Origins 
Redington (1952) questioned how a portfolio of assets was chosen to match a set of liabilities. He 
developed the theory of immunisation which shows how a portfolio of fixed interest assets backing 
fixed liabilities can be immunised against a change in interest rates. 
Markowitz (1952) devised what has become known as Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT). This theory 
aims to find efficient portfolios of assets. An efficient portfolio can be defined as a portfolio which, for a 
given expected return, has the lowest risk, or for a given risk has the highest expected returns. 
These ground breaking papers in actuarial science and financial economics, both dealing with the 
selection of asset portfolios, led ultimately to what is termed asset-liability modelling (ALM). A 
comprehensive review of ALM is provided by Ziemba & Mulvey (1998). 
2.1.2 Developments 
2.1.2.1 Modern Portfolio Theory 
The original Markowitz (1952) model proposed that an efficient set of portfolios can be found using the 
means and covariances of returns, which are estimated from past data. The efficient set of portfolios is 
often referred to as the efficient frontier when plotted in mean-variance (of return) space. 
Sharpe (1963) reduced the information and calculation required to find the set of efficient portfolios in 
the Markowitz model by developing the market model (originally called the diagonal model) which 
relates the expected return on an asset to the return on a market index. The relationship is defined by 
the beta of the asset, and this beta is often described as a measure of 'volatility' or 'market sensitivity' 
or 'systematic risk'. An extension of this model is the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) developed 
by Sharpe (1964). The CAPM is derived from a series of assumptions and relates the expected return 
on an asset to the risk-free return and a market index via its beta. 
The market model and CAPM can be described as single-index models. Much research has been 
conducted into mUlti-index models. However, Elton & Gruber (1995) argue that while complex models 
usually describe historical correlation better, they often contain more noise than predictive information, 
and do not necessarily outperform simpler models. An example of a multi-index model is the Arbitrage 
Pricing Theory (APT) developed by Ross (1976, 1977). 
Given a model of returns, various methods can be used to construct efficient portfolios. A review of 
these methods is given in Moore (1972). In MPT, an investor would select the efficient portfolio which 











from an (infinite) set of efficient portfolios. The measure of risk is typically taken to be the variance of 
return, although a number of other measures exist such as semi-variance (Markowitz (1952}). The 
process of identifying efficient portfolios is often referred to as optimisation, or mean/variance 
optimisation in the original Markowitz case. Modern computing power means that the computational 
problems of finding efficient portfolios have been largely overcome. More complex methods are also 
now possible, such as dynamic stochastic optimisation as outlined in Dempster et al. (2003), although 
mean/variance optimisation remains the most widely used method. 
2.1.2.2 Actuarial Asset-Liability Modelling 
There is no direct reference to the liabilities of investors in MPT. By introducing liabilities as a variable, 
Wise (1984a, 1984b, 1987) showed how MPT can be applied in actuarial work. Wise (1984a) shows 
how the variance of surplus can be minimised given a set of liabilities and a choice of assets for which 
the distribution of returns is known. Wilkie (1985) and Wise (1987) described a technique called PEV 
optimisation which is used to determine an efficient set of portfolios of assets which maximise return 
for a given starting value of assets and level of risk. Smith (1996) suggests simpler methods are 
usually a good approximation to more complex optimisation problems. 
Increasingly, the complexity of models has meant that analytic solutions are often impossible to obtain, 
but by performing a large number of simulations of a model, parameters can be estimated and 
solutions found. The use of simulations means that it is not necessary to work only with means and 
variances, but with the full distribution of variables without having to make simplifying assumptions. 
ALM theory was first applied to the choice of an efficient asset portfolio for an institutional investor 
(such as an insurance company or pension fund) with defined liabilities, but is now applied in a number 
of other areas, which are discussed below. Whereas modelling liabilities has always been a core 
actuarial skill, complex modelling of assets and the links between assets and liabilities is a more recent 
addition. The development of stochastic investment modelling in discussed in section 2.2 
2.1.3 Uses of Asset-Liability Modelling 
2.1.3.1 Asset Allocation 
The principle area where ALM has been applied is in determining a portfolio of assets which meets 
specified criteria. Clark (1992) describes how ALM can form part of the process in determining a long-
term investment strategy, and many consulting actuaries use ALM when advising pension funds on 
asset allocation. Many insurance companies also use the techniques. Thomson (2003) illustrates how 
ALM, when used in combination with utility theory, can assist in the investment choices of members of 
defined contribution pension plans. 
The strategic asset allocation is typically one of the key determinants of the risk profile of a fund, and 
usually forms the basis for guidelines given to investment managers, and as a benchmark for 











2.1.3.2 Reserving and Valuations 
The Maturity Guarantees Working Party (1980) investigated the reserves required for maturity 
guarantees given to life insurance policyholders whose policies were backed by volatile investments 
such as equities. The party concluded that the most suitable method for determining reserves was 
stochastic modelling. Thomson et al. (1995) also argue that ALM is an appropriate technique when 
reserving for guarantees and options in life assurance. Examples of these are guaranteed maturity 
values, guaranteed surrender values, and options to convert lump-sums into annuities at guaranteed 
rates. These methods also have application in other areas, and if the assets and liabilities of a fund 
are mismatched in some sense, then ALM can be used to determine an appropriate mismatching 
reserve. Wilkie et al. (2003) discuss an ALM approach to reserving for guaranteed annuity options. 
Mehta (1992) shows how ALM using CAPM can be used to find the appraisal value of a life insurance 
company. 
2.1.3.3 Pricing 
Just as ALM can be used to reserve for options and guarantees, it can be used to price these, for 
example, stochastic modelling can be used for pricing options in life insurance. Thomson et al. (1995) 
describe a stochastic approach to profit-testing new life insurance products which provides information 
not only about expected profits, but also about the variability of profit i.e. the riskiness of the product. 
This approach can be also be applied in general insurance and other areas. Thomson (2005) shows 
that when liabilities cannot be fully hedged in the market, and hence a fully hedged asset portfolio is 
not available, stochastic modelling is required for pricing the liabilities. 
2.1.3.4 Other Uses 
Smith (1996) argues that the benefit of ALM is in finding optimum capital structure and in capital 
management. Clark (1992) argues that ALM has more value as a general management tool than just 
the specific uses described above because ALM aids in the understanding of how a fund operates and 
what factors affect it, and Kemp (1992) describes ALM as "an excellent tool for helping senior 
management understand the implications of their decisions". Haberman et al. (2003) illustrate a 
stochastic approach, including the use of ALM, to managing defined benefit pension schemes. 
Dempster et al. (2003) describe how ALM can be used with dynamic techniques to dynamically 
manage funds with complex liabilities, and argue that the approach has potentially wide applications. 
ROff (1992) points out that due to the highly complex nature of with-profit life insurance funds, ALM can 
be very useful in managing them. The complexity of these types of fund is due in part to the 
interdependence of investment and bonus strategies, and Wilkie (1987) applies the Black-Scholes 
option pricing model to the bonus policy of life offices. The liabilities of a general insurance fund tend 
to be relatively more uncertain than those for a life insurance fund. Consequently, the modelling of 
liabilities in ALM is given more focus. 
Apart from gaining a better understanding of how a fund operates, ALM can be used to identify some 











in risk management, particularly in the management of investment risk. Hardy (1993) shows how 
stochastic simulation provides better information on the risks faced by a life insurance company than 
traditional sensitivity analysis. By examining the results of an individual simulation in an ALM exercise 
which resulted in (for example) the insolvency of the fund, the set of circumstances which led to the 
insolvency can be identified. This is a similar approach to that described in Clarkson (1996). 
Thus, ALM can help to identify, understand and quantify the factors affecting: 
• the solvency position of an insurance fund, 
• the contribution rate and funding level of a pension fund, 
• the bonus rates of a with-profit life insurance fund, and 
• the profitability of insurance products, 
which provides valuable information for the management of life insurance, general insurance and 
pension funds. 
2.2 Stochastic Investment Models 
Lee & Wilkie (2000) provide a comprehensive review of stochastic investment models, covering most 
published models. Arguably, the most influential papers internationally were those of the Maturity 
Guarantees Working Party (MGWP) (1980), the original Wilkie model as described in Wilkie (1986), 
and the extended Wilkie model as described in Wilkie (1995). These are discussed in more detail 
below. In South Africa, the first published model was that of Thomson (1996), which is also discussed 
in more detail below. 
In Australia, Carter (1991) described an autoregressive model of Australian markets. Lang (1998) 
discusses Australian models, including the Capital Adequacy Sub-Committee, Harris and Cairns (1999) 
models. The Capital Adequacy Sub-Committee (1992) model is similar to the MGWP model but 
extended to property, fixed interest stocks and cash. The Regime Switching Vector Autoregressive 
Model (RSVAM) of Harris (1996) replaced the Harris (1995) model, and models GOP growth, inflation, 
bond yields and equity prices. This model uses mixture distributions where asset returns can be in two 
possible states (regimes), one where returns are positive and follow a certain distribution and another 
where returns are negative and follow a different distribution. In each period there is a transition 
probability of moving (switching) from one state (regime) to another. The model is further updated in 
Harris (1999). 
Dyson & Exley (1995) describe a co integrated model based on the rational expectations hypothesis. 
Two (not necessarily stationary) series are described as cointegrated if some linear combination of 
them can be represented as a stationary process. 
Smith (1996) describes a number of types of stochastic model, the simplest of which is a random walk 
model where real returns are log normally distributed and follow a random walk. Smith categorises 











where variables revert to a long-term mean. Clarkson (1996) argues that linear autoregressive models 
are "highly misleading and potentially dangerous representations of real world financial behaviour" 
because they understate the risk. Smith describes a Jump Equilibrium Model in which asset prices are 
modelled as a compound Poisson process with infinitely small jumps occurring with infinite frequency 
and finite jumps occurring with finite frequency. The Jump Equilibrium Model is applied to UK cash 
(including the term structure of interest rates), inflation, equities, property, and bonds. Huber (1998) 
provides for a more detailed description of this model and its properties. Hibbert, Mowbray & Turnbull 
(2001) produced a model as an alternative to the Wilkie model, which included a regime-switching 
component for equity returns. 
The models of Yakoubov, Teeger & Duval (1999), and Dempster et al. (2003) are closely related to the 
Wilkie model, whereas Whitten & Thomas (1999) describe a non-linear model. 
2.2.1 Maturity Guarantees Working Party (MGWP) 
The Maturity Guarantees Working Party (1980) was established to recommend bases of reserving for 
investment performance guarantees under investment-linked individual life assurance contracts. The 
Party's recommended method was that reserves be set at such a level that the probability of ruin was 
less than a specified value and that these probabilities be obtained through stochastic modelling of 
assets and liabilities. 
The Party considered four alternative direct models for equity returns, as well as a model for dividend 
and dividend yields that modelled returns indirectly, and selected the latter approach. The Party 
specified a random-walk model with a non-zero mean for dividends (described as ARIMA(O, 1,0) in the 
methodology of Box & Jenkins (1976)) and an ARIMA(1 ,0,0) autoregressive process for dividend 
yields. The Party argued that these models produced reasonable results and fitted both UK and USA 
data. Finkelstein (1997) shows how the MGWP model can be modified so that residuals follow a 
general stable distribution, rather than a normal distribution. 
2.2.2 Wilkie Model 
2.2.2.1 Original Wilkie Model 
Wilkie (1986) aimed to produce a "minimum model that might be used to describe the total 
investments of a life office or pension fund" which modelled inflation, shares (equity) and fixed interest 
securities. Wilkie developed this model from the MGWP model for share prices and yields and Wilkie 
(1981) inflation model. 
Share prices are modelled indirectly through dividends and dividend yields, as was the case with 
MGWP. The model is driven by inflation, so shares and interest rates are dependent variables. 
Interest rates are represented by a single variable, not as a term structure, so the original model does 
not contain short-term interest rates. Property and overseas markets were also excluded. The model 




















Specifically, inflation is modelled as a first order autoregressive model or AR(1), where inflation in one 
year depends on inflation in the previous year. Dividend yields are modelled as a first order 
autoregressive process and are also dependent on the current level of inflation, higher inflation leads to 
higher dividend yields. Dividend growth depends on the current level of inflation, the exponentially 
weighted average of past inflation, and the residual from the dividend yield model. The inclusion of an 
exponentially weighted average of past inflation means that the model has "unit gain" so that any 
increase in retail prices will eventually lead to the same increase in dividends. The residual from the 
dividend yield model is included in the model since it was found that "share prices (and hence yields) to 
some extent correctly anticipate changes in dividends". The fixed interest yield is made up of expected 
future inflation (which is modelled as the exponentially weighted average of past inflation), and a real 
yield (which is modelled as a third order autoregressive process also dependent on the residual from a 
dividend yield model). The estimates for the parameters of the Wilkie model were obtained from data 
over the period 1919 to 1982. 
A Working Party was set up under the Financial Management Group (FIMAG) of the Institute of 
Actuaries in 1989 to review the Wilkie model, and the Party's finding were reported in Geoghegan et al. 
(1992). The Party described the model as neither a pure statistical (economically atheoretical) or 
econometric model (based on economic theory). The Party recommended that only post-1945 data be 
used in estimating parameters for any model because it was argued that fundamental changes had 
affected the economic processes generating the data. 
It was concluded that no simpler model for inflation could provide a better fit of the data than the Wilkie 
inflation model, but there was evidence that the residuals are not independent and non-normal. The 
inflation modelled was described as "too tame" as it did not allow for bursts of high inflation, large, 
irregular price shocks, and the non-normality of residuals. The Party found that UK inflation had 
significant auto-regressive conditional heteroscedastic (ARCH) effects (non-constant variances 











introduction of an ARCH component to the inflation model. However, because the variance of an 
ARCH model is constant over the long term, ARCH effects are not required if the model is to be used 
for long-term projections. 
The Party considered using mixture distributions (where two distributions are used to model a single 
variable) for dealing with random shocks, but concluded that identifying such models was difficult and 
may again have little effect in long-term projections. The Party also criticised the symmetrical 
distribution for inflation which has "a significant probability of negative inflation" which "might be 
unlikely", and considered using an empirical distribution or alternative non-symmetrical distribution, but 
again concluded that neither approach would have much effect on the results in long-term projections. 
However an alternative model for inflation, developed by Clarkson (1991), was presented. Also, in an 
appendix of the paper by Wilkie, ARCH effects are included in the Wilkie inflation model. 
A major concern expressed over the Wilkie model (and any other stochastic model) was whether the 
parameters were stationary, and in conclusion, the Party neither recommended nor rejected the Wilkie 
model for use in asset-liability modelling but concluded that more research was required in the area. 
2.2.2.2 Extended Wilkie Model 
Wilkie (1995) published a large amount of research related to the original Wilkie (1986) model. The 
model was extended to include wages, short-term interest rates, property, index-linked stocks and 
exchange rates. Figure B illustrates the structure of the extended Wilkie model. Data from a number 
of countries was examined and alternative models were considered. Wilkie argued that the short-term 
properties of the Wilkie model are very similar to those of financial economic models (specifically the 































Wilkie showed that UK inflation experience subsequent to the publication of the original model had 
been adequately explained by the model, although the variability of inflation was lower than predicted. 
Parameters of the inflation model were estimated for different periods, and it was found that residuals 
were positively skewed and significantly non-normal. Data from very long periods suggested a higher 
order autoregressive model may be appropriate, and monthly observations provided evidence of 
seasonality not seen in annual data. When the model was fitted to data from other countries, the auto-
regressive parameters were quite similar, although the mean inflation rate often differed substantially 
between countries. Wilkie also noted that there was some connection between high autoregressive 
parameters and low standard deviation of residuals, as well as between low average inflation and low 
variability of inflation. Further investigations into ARCH effects were made, and Wilkie's ARCH model 
described in Geoghegan et al. (1992) was expanded, and showed a significantly better fit to the data. 
Wilkie's tests found that there was no Significant cointergration between prices and wages. Wilkie 
investigated vector autoregressive (VAR) models for wages (models where there is a two-way 
dependency between the variables, i.e. prices can depend on wages as well as wages on prices) and 
also fitted the AR(1) inflation model to wages. The proposed model for wages relates wages to 
inflation. 
Wilkie compared his model of dividend yields to a pure random-walk model, and found that as the 
period between observations is decreased (for example by using monthly or daily data), the estimate 
for the autoregressive parameter gets closer to one (if the parameter equals one, then dividend yields 
follow a random walk and are non-stationary). Wilkie argues that over the short term, dividend yields 
(and hence share prices) may appear to follow a random walk, but do in fact follow an autoregressive 
process. Wilkie found significant cointegration between dividends and share prices, and therefore 











the variance of inflation was higher when dividend yields were higher or lower than usual, but this was 
not incorporated in the model. When data from other countries is examined, a fairly large range in the 
estimated parameters was found. 
Wilkie argued that the model for share dividends was in some sense efficient, in that share prices react 
in advance to changes in dividends, and found that the experience subsequent to the parameterisation 
of the original model was consistent with the model, although dividend growth was in excess of inflation 
for the period. Wilkie also found that dividends and retail prices were cointegrated, that there was 
some evidence for ARCH effects in the dividend series. Wilkie argues that the model for share prices 
is very similar to a random walk in the short term, which is the standard efficient market model for 
prices, and only differs from it in the long term. 
Wilkie argues that the original model for long-term interest rates takes account of the Fisher (1907, 
1930) effect where the yield is made up of a real component and a component representing expected 
future inflation. Wilkie found that experience subsequent to the fitting of the original model for long-
term interest did not fit the model well, particularly that the standard deviation had been higher than 
estimated, and therefore suggested that the standard deviation parameter was increased. 
Wilkie described a model for short-term interest rates, where the interest rate is modelled such that the 
difference between the logs of short term and long term yields is a stationary AR(1) process. While 
Wilkie acknowledged that a complete model for interest rates requires a yield curve to connect the 
short-term and long-term rates, it was argued that none of the existing yield curve models satisfactorily 
combined nominal yields, real yields and inflationary expectations in a single model. 
Wilkie argues that property is similar to equity in many ways, and therefore proposes a model for 
property returns based on the model for share returns, with rental yields akin to dividend yields, and 
rental income to dividends. A model for index-linked stocks is also described, where the the real yield 
is modelled as a first order autoregressive process. 
Wilkie incorporate exchange rates into the extended model. Wilkie's proposed model is based on 
purchasing power parity (PPP) where in the long term the exchange rate is solely determined by the 
purchasing power of the currencies. The exchange rate can depart from PPP in the short term, but 
since the model is an AR(1) process with mean zero, the exchange rate will tend back to the PPP rate. 
2.2.2.3 Reviews of the Wilkie Models 
Kitts (1990) notes that residuals from the original Wilkie inflation model are significantly non-normal 
and non-independent. However more concern is expressed about the estimation of long-term means 
as Kitts argues that the structure of the process appears to change over time. Clarkson (1991) finds 
positive skewness of residuals in the inflation model of the Wilkie model, and suggests it can be 
removed by using a non-linear inflation model. 
Thomson (1996) argued that the extended Wilkie model did not adequately describe the South African 
economy. Clarkson (1996) argues that the non-linearity of UK inflation restricts applicability of the 











inflation. Smith (1996) argues that the extended Wilkie model "falls between the efficient market of the 
random walk model and the chaotic model where returns are totally predictable". As such, Smith 
argues that the model describes a market which is inefficient (assets are mispriced from time to time) 
but without arbitrage opportunities, so that, while some strategies may have abnormal expected returns 
relative to the risk entailed, none of these opportunities are totally riskless. 
Huber (1997) aimed to provide a comprehensive review of Wilkie's extended model. Huber's review 
covers the methodology used to derive the model, its theoretical soundness, and its goodness of fit to 
empirical data (including whether parameters are constant over time). 
Huber notes that the Wilkie model was derived from both economic theory and observed data, but that 
some theory was rejected such as the assumption that markets are efficient. If residuals were found to 
be autocorrelated then a higher order AR model was fitted. Huber argues that it is "not obvious 
whether (this approach) leads to an improved model or simply conceals the real problems". A brief 
description of Huber's findings are given below. 
Wilkie's model for long term interest rates incorporates the Fisher (1930) relation, where the yield is 
made up of a real component and a component representing expected future inflation. Expected future 
inflation is modelled as the exponentially weighted moving average of past inflation. Huber argues that 
this contradicts the rational expectations hypothesis which states that investors do not knowingly make 
systematic ex ante forecasting errors. To be consistent with this hypothesis, then the model for 
expected future inflation would need to be constrained to be consistent with the price inflation model. 
Huber also questions the hypothesis that inflation is a stationary process, and cites many authors who 
argue that it is not stationary. 
An implication of the efficient market hypothesis (EMH) is that security returns cannot be forecast. 
Huber notes that the Wilkie model is not inconsistent with this in the short term as it is virtually the 
same as a random walk model. Huber notes that some studies have shown that share prices are 
predictable in the long term, and the Wilkie model is consistent with this too. Additionally, the term in 
the equity model which allows the price of shares to anticipate future dividends is consistent with the 
EMH. However, Huber argues that some aspects of the model imply risk-free excess returns can be 
made by switching between equities and bonds, which is not consistent with the EMH, or supported 
empirically. Huber also argues that the parameters suggested by Wilkie imply that risk (as measured 
by standard deviation of returns) and returns for property versus equity, and index-linked bonds versus 
fixed interest stocks, are inconsistent with portfolio theory (MPT). 
In the empirical review, Huber argues that there is not convincing evidence that the parameters in the 
inflation model are constant over time. Wilkie dealt with the non-normality of residuals by fitting ARCH 
effects in the inflation model, which Huber notes describe the data better than the original model. 
Huber found that the residuals in the wage model were not to be independent and identically 
distributed, but argues that the vector autoregressive model for wages and inflation discussed by 











Huber questions whether the parameter linking dividend yield with current inflation is constant over 
time, and argues that without 2 influential values in the data (years 1940 and 1974), the parameter is 
not significantly different from zero. Huber suggests that the share dividend model is not empirically 
adequate because the residuals are not independent and identically distributed and the unit gain 
parameter is not significantly different from zero. Huber also argues that the parameters are not 
constant over time, and that the unit gain effect may not be appropriate. 
Huber finds that the residuals from the long-term interest rate model are correlated with those of the 
retail price model, the variance of the residuals is not constant over time, and that the parameter 
relating the yield to the residual from the dividend yield model is not significantly different from zero 
when a single influential value (year 1974) is excluded from the data. These results lead Huber to 
conclude that the long-term interest rate model is empirically inadequate. 
Huber finds the models for short-term interest rates and index-linked yields to be empirically adequate, 
but advises caution on the use of the index-linked model given the limited data on which it was derived. 
Regarding the property model, Huber suggests that the autoregressive parameter in the property yield 
model may not be constant over time, and, as for the dividend model, questions whether the unit gain 
parameter is significantly different from zero. 
In their review of the inflation model in the extended Wilkie model, Chan & Wang (1998) suggest a 
modification to overcome the significant positive skewness, non-normality and leptokurtic (fat-tailed) 
distribution of residuals. Chan & Wang use the Chen & Lui (1993) method to identify significant 
outliers in the UK inflation data. When these outliers are incorporated into the model, the model has a 
smaller mean, autoregressive parameter and residual standard deviation, and the non-normality of 
residuals is eliminated. Chan & Wang also find significant ARCH effects, but introducing these effects 
into the original Wilkie model does not eliminate the positive skewness and fat-tailed distribution of 
residuals, and adding ARCH effects to their outlier-adjusted model is found to be insignificant. 
2.2.3 Thomson Model 
The original Thomson model was published in Thomson (1994), however, all references here are 
made to the British Actuarial Journal publication, Thomson (1996). 
Thomson questions whether the orginal Wilkie model, which is based on UK data, is applicable to 
other economies, and found the model did not adequately explain South African data, as had Claasen 
& Huber (1992) and Claasen (1993). Thomson therefore proposed an alternative model for inflation, 
long-term interest bearing securities, money market instruments, equities and property. Thomson 
derives the model using the Box & Jenkins (1976) autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) 
approach to time series modelling. Thomson did not include exogenous variables in the model, 
arguing that the effect of such variables is likely to be short-lived and/or insignificant, and that they may 
add unnecessary complexity to the model. 
Thomson takes a four stage approach when determining the structure of the model. First, variables 











correlations between variables and suitable input variables are then determined. Secondly, long-term 
and any 'unit-gain' relationships are identified. Thirdly, Thomson incorporates relationships previously 
identified, and finally parameters are estimated and tested for significance. This methodology led to 
the structure of model illustrated in Figure C. 


























Maitland (1996) reviewed the Thomson model from both a statistical and economic perspective. Using 
simulations, Maitland estimated the mean, standard deviation and skewness of nominal returns of 
each variable, together with the correlation between variables. Maitland found that whereas equity 
returns have historically been higher than property returns (both direct and trusts), the model forecasts 
the reverse. The forecast standard deviation for nominal equity returns is larger than that for property, 
and larger than the historic standard deviation. Maitland found the same pattern when real returns are 
investigated. A number of forecast correlations (of both nominal and real returns) are also found to 
differ considerably from their historical values, for example the real return for fixed interest securities is 
zero historically, but forecast to be positive 4%. 
Maitland notes the mean-reverting nature of the dividend yield model means that an equity market fall 
is forecast if the current yield is below the asymptotic mean (as was the case in 1993). It is questioned 
whether the asymptotic mean is appropriate. Maitland notes that historically, dividend yields have 
trended downwards, so an appropriate mean may be lower than the historic mean. Maitland presents 











More generally, Maitland argues that if the true long-run (asymptotic) mean is different from the historic 
mean, then ARIMA modelling may be inappropriate, and questions the method of testing the 
significance of the unit-gain functions. Maitland describes an alternative formulation of the model, 
whereby the parameters can be estimated using maximum likelihood, and some variables are found to 
be insignificant in formulation. Maitland notes that variables that are trended over time can exhibit 
spurious correlations, and argues that partial correlations, which eliminate the effect of time, are better 
suited for model identification. 
By using an alternative pre-whitening function, Maitland shows that there is significant (negative) 
correlation between dividend yield in one year and dividend growth in the following year, and argues 
that there are both mis-estimations and spurious correlations between returns introduced in the 
Thomson model. Additionally, Maitland shows that a number of parameters are unstable over time. 
Howie (1997) also points out the discrepancies between forecast and historic means in the Thomson 
model. Howie argues that the modelled property returns, relative to other returns, are inconsistent with 
standard financial economic models, and makes the case for including wages and economic growth as 
explanatory variables. Howie also argues that the indices used to parameterise the property model are 












3. Approach to Development of a Stochastic 
Investment Model 
3.1 Model Evaluation Criteria 
A stochastic investment model is by definition a statistical model. However, it is also a model of 
economic, or more specifically financial, time series data, and must therefore contain elements from 
both economics and statistics. The Maturity Guarantees Working Party (1980) model (MGWP) and 
the Thomson (1996) model are best-fit statistical models where the criteria for choosing the final model 
was that the model best explained the historical data. By contrast, Smith (1996) set out to construct a 
model based on financial economic theory. The original and extended Wilkie (1986, 1995) models are 
somewhat of a compromise between a pure best-fit statistical model and one based on theory because 
Wilkie's stated aim was to develop a model which was both an adequate representation of past history 
and based on plausible economic and investment theory. 
Geoghegan et al. (1992) describe two types of model: a statistical model and an econometric (i.e. 
economic) model. Both types of models have both advantages and disadvantages, and in practice 
most models are compromises between the two approaches. Whether a model is appropriate often 
depends on what it is being used for. Typically, actuarial applications call for modelling the long term 
rather than the short term. For this reason Wilkie (1995) argues that a model should adequately model 
the long-term behaviour of variables, and not necessarily give the best short-term estimates of them. 
The 'funnel of doubt' or variability over time is more important, Wilkie argues, than estimates of values. 
However, there is danger in focussing on the long term without worrying about the short term, as 
famously argued by Kenynes (1923): "In the long-run we are all dead. Economists set themselves too 
easy, too useless a task if in tempestuous seasons they can only tell us that when a storm is long past 
the ocean is flat again". Ideally, the short term and long term behaviour of models should be 
consistent. 
Practitioners typically use asset-liability modelling more for understanding and managing risk than 
forecasting the future. Lane (1995) argues that a model which is a poor predictor of the future is not 
necessarily a poor model. For example a deterministic model (making a single rate assumption about 
investment return) is a very unreasonable model of the future, but a perfectly acceptable model in 
many applications. Although Thomson et al. (1995) found that in most practical applications, the 
choice of model did not make a significant difference to the results, others, such as Smith (1996) and 
Lang (1998) argue that different models can produce different results. Huber (1997) developed four 
criteria for the evaluation of a model, which are, in order of importance: 













• Parameter constancy over time 
The first three criteria are discussed in more detail below. 
Consistency with economic theory 
Centuries of economics research have resulted in an enormous body of work; much of it describing 
how economic variables behave and interact. When developing a stochastic investment model, such a 
valuable resource is senselessly overlooked. Indeed, many authors, such as Ennis & Dorrington 
(1994), Clarkson (1996) and Smith (1996), argue that stochastic investment models need to have 
some basis in economic theory. Additionally, if a model is based on generally accepted economics, its 
structure can be explained. For example, in the extended Wilkie (1995) model, dividends depend on 
inflation, which can be explained in terms of basic economics. By contrast, in the Thomson (1996) 
model, inflation depends on dividend growth, which is contrary to the economic theory. It is therefore 
desirable that a model incorporates basic and generally accepted economics. 
Goodness-of-fit 
If the structure of a model is constrained so as to be consistent with generally accepted economic 
theory, it is possible (indeed likely) that it will not explain past data as well as a model where the 
structure is unconstrained. If the structure and parameters of the model are designed to best 
represent past data, a statistical goodness-of-fit test is likely to indicate a model is superior to a model 
where the structure is constrained, although not necessarily using out-of-sample data. Even so, a 
model where the structure is constrained to be consistent with accepted economic theory should 
adequately explain the data, and parameters should be tested for statistical significance. Additionally, 
there may be numerous ways of expressing an economic relationship between variables, and 
statistical tests can be used to determine which structure best explains past data. 
Parsimony (Simplicity) 
If the aim is the produce a model that is practical and potentially useful, the model needs to be 
sufficiently easy to use and understand and hence parsimonious. Lane (1995) argues that adding 
complexity does not necessarily produce a better model and usually only makes the model more 
difficult to use. Lang (1998) goes further to argue that in many practical applications, solutions to 
problems can be found using models which are not that complex, provided their limitations are 
recognised and understood. Wilkie (1986), Clark (1992), Ennis & Dorrington (1994), Thomson et al. 
(1995) and Booth (1997) also argue for simpler models. A simpler model will almost always be 
preferable, provided it meets the criteria above, not least because it is easier to communicate to others 
in practical applications. 
Taking the above criteria into account, the steps in constructing a model will be as follows: 
1. Describe a simple model based on basic economic theory i.e. express algebraically basic 











2. Estimate and test parameters. 
3. Reject insignificant parameters or parameters whose values contradict the economic theory. 
In evaluating the final model, the three criteria used will be consistency with economic theory, 
parsimony and reasonableness of output. Reasonableness of output is interpreted to mean the 
modelled variables adequately fit past data and could be understood and explained by a user of the 
model. 
3.2 Variables to be Modelled 
The variables originally modelled by Wilkie (1986) are insufficient to properly model the main sectors of 
the financial markets, notably because the model does not include short term interest rates. At a 
minimum, the following markets need to be modelled: 
• Equity Market - share prices, dividends per share (DPS) and/or earnings per share (EPS) 
• Bond (Fixed Interest) Market - benchmark government bond yield 
• Money Market - benchmark short term interest rate 
Property will be excluded, not because it is an unimportant asset class, but because it has both bond-
like and equity-like components in the rental stream and residual value respectively. This means that 
the theoretical models developed for bonds and equities could be adapted to model property. 
Additionally, because property is an illiquid asset which is seldom traded, a market price is hardly even 
known, making property data prone to smoothing and underestimating actual volatility. Exchange rates 
and non-domestic assets will also be excluded. Foreign asset classes could be modelled in the same 
way as domestic assets. 
Inflation is an obvious explanatory variable, and will be included in the model. Harris (1996) and Howie 
(1997) argue that economic growth is also an important explanatory variable that should be included, 
because of its effect on both asset returns (particularly on equity returns) and liabilities. The following 
explanatory variables will therefore be modelled: 
• Rate of Inflation 
• Rate of Economic Growth 
Wages will be excluded, although it is recognised a model for wages may be required in an ALM 
exercise where the liability is related to wage growth. For such applications, wage growth could be 
linked to retail inflation (as in Wilkie (1995)) or to both retail inflation and economic growth. 
In summary, the following will be modelled: 
• Share prices, dividends per share (DPS) and earnings per share (EPS) 











• Short term interest rates 
• Rate of inflation 
• Rate of economic growth 
3.3 Choice of Data 
3.3.1 Sources and Period of Data 
Geoghegan et al. (1992) argue that only post 1945 data should be used in developing a model since 
they argue that fundamental changes had affected the processes generating the data after this date. If 
structural changes have taken place, then only the most recent data are relevant. 
Data were obtained for three countries, namely the United States, Britain and South Africa. The US 
and Britain can be classed as developed markets, whereas South Africa can be classed as an 
emerging market. The relative size of these economies from Eves (1998) is shown in table A. 
Table A - GOP in US$ billion at 31 Dec 1995 
Country GDP in US$ billion at 31 Dec 1995 
United States 7,434 
Britain 1,152 
South Africa 133 
Data for each country for the past 15 years (or the longest period available if less than 15 years) were 
obtained from I-NET (1999) so that the model could be parameterised separately for each country. 
3.3.2 Time Intervals and Transformations 
The time interval chosen is restricted by the data, for example GOP is only available quarterly. Most 
actuarial investigations use annual observations, and there are advantages for using annual data as 
noted in Thomson (1996) p 772, including: 
• Monthly and quarterly seasonality is removed. 
• Accounting periods are typically one year, and liability assumptions often are age-related and 
therefore annual. 
Log transformations are also useful since the transformed variables are then additive (when the 
variables are returns) and asymptotically normal by the Central Limit Theorem. Log transformations 
are used by Wilkie (1986, 1995), Thomson (1996) and Smith (1996). 











3.3.3 Summary of Data 
Data obtained from I-NET (1999) is summarised below with full details given in Appendix A. In tables 
B to E, the means of the untransformed variables equal exp [Jl + ci] where Jl is the mean of the log 
transformed variable, and a is the standard deviation. 
Table B - Economic Data: Summary Statistics for the 15 years 30106/1983 to 30106/1998 
Country Real Economic Growth Inflation 
annual log (1 + real GOP growth) annual log (1 +inflation rate) 
sample mean std dev sample mean std dev 
United States 15 0.029 0.016 15 0.033 0.010 
Britain 15 0.025 0.020 15 0.044 0.022 
South Africa 15 0.015 0.026 15 0.114 0.035 
Country Short Term Interest Rates Real Short Term Interest Rates 
annual log (1 +money market annual log (1 + real 
return) return) 
sample mean std dev sample mean std dev 
United States 15 0.061 0.018 15 0.028 0.015 
Britain 15 0.093 0.030 15 0.050 0.019 











Table C - Bond Market Data: Summary Statistics for the 15 years 30106/1983 to 30106/1998 
Country Bond Yield Bond Market Return Real Bond Market Return 
log of (1 +yield) annual log annual log (1 + real return) 
(1 +return) 
Term 
of sample mean std dev sample mean std dev sample mean std dev 
Bond 
United States 2 5 0.058 0.003 4 0.061 0.005 4 0.037 0.010 
5 5 0.062 0.005 4 0.076 0.027 4 0.052 0.030 
10 6 0.062 0.007 5 0.067 0.077 5 0.043 0.079 
30 16 0.081 0.019 15 0.117 0.146 15 0.084 0.150 
Britain 5 2 0.067 0.004 1 0.089 - 1 0.052 -
10 16 0.088 0.013 15 0.106 0.048 15 0.062 0.061 
30 2 0.062 0.010 1 0.252 - 1 0.215 -
South Africa 2 13 0.138 0.019 12 0.135 0.033 12 0.027 0.047 
5 13 0.144 0.011 12 0.140 0.050 12 0.032 0.057 
10 13 0.151 0.009 12 0.157 0.051 12 0.049 0.057 
30 10 0.151 0.009 9 0.164 0.068 9 0.067 0.069 
Table D - Equity Market Dividend and Earnings Data: Summary Statistics for the 15 years 30106/1983 
to 30106/1998 
Country Yield Growth Real Growth 
log of (1 +yield) annual log annual log (1 + real 
(1 +growth) growth) 
sample mean std dev sample mean std dev sample mean std dev 
Index 
United States Dividends 7 0.024 0.006 6 0.044 0.034 6 0.019 0.034 
Earnings 16 0.059 0.018 15 0.067 0.176 15 0.034 0.179 
Britain Dividends 6 0.036 0.004 5 0.063 0.048 5 0.033 0.051 
Earnings 6 0.053 0.007 5 0.121 0.113 5 0.091 0.113 
South Africa Dividends 16 0.035 0.011 15 0.079 0.064 15 -0.036 0.065 











Table E - Equity Market Data based on FT Actuaries Share Indices: Summary Statistics 
Country Dividend Yield Dividend Growth Real Dividend Growth 
log of (1 +yield) annual log annual log (1 +growth) 
(1 +growth) 
sample mean std dev sample mean std dev sample mean std dev 
United States 11 0.027 0.007 11 0.052 0.042 11 0.019 0.039 
Britain 11 0.042 0.006 11 0.068 0.069 11 0.025 0.059 
South Africa 11 0.030 0.009 11 0.125 0.308 11 0.022 0.310 
Country Equity Return Real Equity Return 
annual log annual log (1 + real return) 
(1 +return) 
sample mean std dev sample mean std dev 
United States 10 0.170 0.089 10 0.138 0.093 
Britain 10 0.151 0.072 10 0.109 0.080 
South Africa 10 0.186 0.213 10 0.084 0.204 
3.4 Formulation of Model 
3.4.1 Type of Model to be Investigated 
A flexible generalised mixture model will be investigated. The Harris (1996) model is an example of a 
mixture model. The model will consist of a mean-reverting component and a non-mean-reverting 
component. Special cases of this model will be a vector autoregressive (mean-reverting) model and a 
random walk model (non-mean-reverting). The modelled volatilities of financial market returns, 
together with the economic data, are used to fit the economic model. The procedure is similar to the 
method of moments for statistical estimation. 
Specifically, for the financial market model, regression analysis is used to estimate the parameters and 
the standard deviation of error terms. Similarly, regression is used to estimate risk premiums and the 
parameters in the dividend and earnings models. The method for estimating the "reversion factor", 











modelled volatilities are consistent with their historical values, in other words modelled volatilities are 
broadly equal to their historical values. 
The Wilkie (1986, 1995) and Thomson (1996) models are mean-reverting models. Mean-reverting 
models are typically autoregressive or vector autoregressive (where there is a two-way dependency 
between the variables). The vector autoregressive component of the model has a maximum order 
(lag) of one. This restriction is both in the interests of parsimony and because Wilkie (1995) finds that 
higher orders do not add much to models. 
Maitland (1996) criticises mean-reverting (ARIMA) models for being weakly stationary. Other authors 
have also argued that models should be non-stationary, including Kitts (1990) who observes that the 
structure of processes appear to change over time, Geoghegan et al. (1992) who argue that 
stationarity is often the most important limitation of models, and Lane (1995) who argues that it is 
unreasonable to assume that the underlying relationships do not change with time. The incorporation 
of a random walk model component will therefore be investigated. 
ARCH effects will not be incorporated. Smith (1996) argues that ARCH effects increase short term 
variance but not the long term variance, and consequently do not have significant impact bearing on 
optimal decisions. Additionally, Engle (1982) argues that ARCH effects can be interpreted as evidence 
of misspecification. 
3.4.2 Method 
A model for inflation, economic growth and short term interest rates will be specified (the economic 
model) by making assumptions based on economic theory. This model will be parameterised and the 
parameters tested for significance. A model for bonds and equity will then be specified, based on 
financial economic theory (the financial market model). 
3.5 Practical Issues 
Spreadsheets will be produced for the model using Microsoft Excel, as this will allow the widest 
possible audience to use and test the models. Summary statistics and graphs of distributions will be 
produced to analyse the model, and following the approach of Smith (1996), will be calculated using 
simulations for each result. Smith (1996) argues that simulations are required because complex 











4. Economic Rationale and Assumptions 
4.1 Economic Theory 
There are many schools of economic thought, often apparently opposing one another. The theoretical 
differences between the approaches are typically whether variables affect each other or not. [only 
barely acceptable - the examiner asked for references not for the statements to be deleted] Typically, 
competing theories do not contradict each other to the extent that they predict opposite results. 
A practical approach is not to pass judgement on any theory up front, but to incorporate any theoretical 
relationships described in the literature between variables in the initial construction of the model. 
However, only relationships that are supported by empirical data will ultimately be incorporated into the 
model 
Below is a summary discussion of the theoretical relationships between inflation, economic growth and 
interest rates. 
4.1.1 Inflation 
Inflation is an increase in the general level of prices. Bannock (1998) notes three standard theories for 
the cause of inflation, namely: 
1 . Demand pull inflation - if there is an increase in aggregate demand for goods and services in the 
economy, prices will tend to rise. 
2. Cost push inflation - if the costs of production, notably wages, are increasing, firms will attempt to 
increase the prices of goods and services. 
3. Increases in money supply - the monetarist view is that money supply growth will lead to higher 
prices. Real increases in money supply are associated with to low or falling real interest rates. 
These three reasons are in fact broadly equivalent. An increase in aggregate demand which leads to 
higher prices may also lead to higher wage demands. Firms can only pass on their higher costs of 
production through price increases if there is sufficient demand for those goods and services. In 
addition, price are unlikely to continue to increase (i.e. their being sustained inflation) unless money 
supply continues to grow to support it. 
Bannock (1998) notes that inflationary pressures are often discussed in terms of an output gap. The 
output gap is defined as actual GOP less potential GOP (defined as the output at full employment). If 
this is positive it is called an inflationary gap, and if negative a deflationary gap. In essence, inflation is 
associated with high or excess economic growth, which is why methods employed to reduce inflation 
also reduce growth. Authorities may respond to higher than desired inflation by reducing government 
expenditure (which has the effect of reducing aggregate demand) and/or reducing money supply 











4.1.2 Economic Growth 
The aggregate demand in an economy is measured by the gross domestic product (GOP). GOP is 
made up of consumption, government spending, investment and net exports (exports less imports). 
Economic growth is measured as a change in GOP, and may be negative. It is meaningful to analyse 
real changes in GOP i.e. changes in excess of inflation. 
Bannock (1998) describes two theoretical components of economic growth: 
1. Trend growth - trend growth can be described as the long term, sustainable, non-inflationary 
growth rate of an economy due to rises in productive capacity. There is some debate as to 
whether trend growth exists: the neo-classical school argues that adjustment occurs to reach 
equilibrium, so that balanced growth (where all components of GOP grow at the same rate) or 
steady-state growth (where variables each grow at constant rate) can occur, whereas the 
Keynesian view is that the economy does not find a stable growth rate. 
2. Business cycle - the business cycle can be described as regular fluctuations in national income or 
GOP. Several arguments about the causes of the business cycle exist, including the accelerator-
multiplier model of economic growth which argues that changes in the level of investment leads to 
a cyclical pattern of growth. Levels of investment expenditure are stimulated by increases in 
aggregate demand, technology, high profits, and low interest rates (because investment is often 
financed by borrowing). Others view the business cycle as a monetary phenomenon where 
changes in the money supply are argued to playa role in the business cycle. Here, an increase in 
money supply is thought to lead to an increase in aggregate demand. The alternative view, 
already mentioned, is that an increase in money supply will only cause an increase in inflation. 
Again, increases in the real money supply are associated with low or falling real interest rates. 
Another theory is the real business cycle theory, which argues that real shocks and not fluctuations 
in aggregate demand cause business cycles. These shocks may be technological, changes in 
taste, or even wars and weather disturbances. 
An economy has some built-in stabilisers which act to dampen the business cycle. For example, when 
aggregate demand falls, unemployment and welfare benefits paid by the government increase and 
taxes collected fall. These act to boost aggregate demand. Governments may also employ 
stabilization policies to control the level of aggregate demand in the economy using both fiscal and 
monetary policy. 
4.1.3 Interest Rates 
Interest is the return for lending cash or holding short term deposits, since holding such deposits 
means delaying consumption. Alternatively, it is the price for borrowing cash. These short term 
securities are dealt in the money market, which is made up of financial institutions and a central bank 
or monetary authority. In classical economic theory, aggregate saving equal aggregate investment, 











demand argument where the price is the interest rate. Long term interest rates, or the yields on fixed 
interest securities, are dealt with in the next section. 
The main theory on interest rates has already been discussed in the sections on inflation and 
economic growth. An additional point to note is that there is not a single interest rate because financial 
intermediaries charge for their services by adding to the interest rate charged to borrowers and 
deducting from the interest rate paid to savers. In addition, risk premiums are added to rates to reflect 
the differences in the ability of borrowers to repay debts. 
4.2 Financial Economic Theory 
As is the case in economic theory in general, there are competing theories in financial economics. 
However, as before, this need not preclude incorporating the broad theories of how markets operate 
into an investment model. Below is a summary of some of the key ideas in financial economics, which 
will then be expressed as assumptions and incorporated into the financial market model. 
4.2.1 Efficiency 
Samuelson (1965) and Fama (1965) developed the efficient market hypothesis (EMH) which proposes 
that share prices reflect all available information and are thus best estimates of the intrinsic value. 
Hess & Reinganum (1979) argue that if share prices reflect all relevant and available information, then 
investors in a certain world cannot use information to earn abnormal or excessive returns. In an 
uncertain world, an investor cannot expect excessive returns. This does not mean that there are no 
returns, rather that returns are related to the riskiness of the asset. Since the world is uncertain and 
prices are thus stochastic, an investor can receive excess returns in an ex post sense, even if the EMH 
holds. 
There have been numerous empirical tests of the EMH. All these tests have the problem that they 
require an assumption as to how prices reflect information i.e. a function mapping 'information' to 
prices. This means that any hypothesis test is in fact a jOint test that assets fully reflect all available 
information and that the model of market equilibrium (the function) is correctly specified (Fama (1976)). 
Additionally, tests also generally assume the rational expectations hypothesis, which is discussed 
below. Clarkson & Plymen (1988) make the same point that several tests of efficiency are invalidated 
by an unrealistic model. Marsh & Merton (1986) state that most empirical tests have supported the 
EMH, or more generally supported stock market rationality. However, there can never be irrefutable 
proof that markets are efficient. 
Assuming efficiency in the field of stochastic investment modelling would mean that all investors knew 
and believed the model, and used the model to price securities. In terms of the EMH, the information 
available to investors is the current and past values of variables, and the model itself. If the EMH held, 
investors would use all that information to price assets. The lack of an efficiency assumption is a 











returns can be made by switching between equities and bonds. To avoid these apparent anomalies, 
efficiency will be assumed (in the sense described above). 
4.2.2 Expectations 
Expectations are described by Bannock (1998) as the views held by economic agents on the future 
behaviour of relevant economic variables. The simplest model of how expectations are formed is 
termed adaptive expectations. Here, expectations about a specific variable are formed from the past 
values and direction of movement of the variable. The assumption of adaptive expectations has been 
largely rejected as being naIve and ad hoc. The model of rational expectations, where economic 
agents are assumed not to make systematic errors in forecasting variables, is a more accepted model. 
This means that forecasts are on average correct, and are only wrong in any instance because of 
random, non-systematic errors. An additional assumption is that the views of economic agents, as 
reflected in prices, is based on these rational expectations. 
In the context of financial markets, the behaviour of economic agents can be taken to be how investors 
price securities, and rational expectations is thus closely related to the EMH. A stochastic investment 
model which assumed rational expectations, would require that investors knew and believed the 
model, formed expectations from their knowledge of the model, and used those expectations to price 
securities. 
4.2.3 Risk Premiums 
Risk can be described generally as the potential extent of deviation of the actual return on an asset 
from the expected return. Several models exist in financial economics which describe the risk-return 
relationship in more detail, although the basic premise is that the riskier the asset, the higher its 
expected return. The main models are briefly discussed below. 
The Market Model (originally called the Diagonal Model) was developed by Sharpe (1963), and relates 
the return (Rj) on a security U) to the return on market (Rm), where the market is a portfolio of all 
securities weighted by market capitalisation, as follows: 
The actual return is equal to E[Rj] + ej, where ej is an error term which is normally distributed with mean 
zero. The ~j is often referred to as a measure of volatility, market sensitivity or systematic risk. Fama 
(1968) showed that the average Uj for all securities that make up the market must be zero and the 
average ~j must be one. 
The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) was developed by Sharpe (1964), Lintner (1965) and Mossin 
(1966) from a number of assumptions, notably that investors choose portfolios based on the mean and 
variance of return, have the same time horizon, can lend and borrow at the riskless rate of return, and 
have identical estimates of the joint distribution of returns on assets. It was also assumed that there 











described by Jensen (1979) and Cragg & Malkiel (1982), CAPM relates the expected return on an 
asset to the market return for each unit of risk and the riskiness of the asset (like the Market Model), 
but additionally to the rate of return on a risk-free asset (Rf). Although it is derived from a completely 
different set of assumptions, the equation is similar in form to that of the Market Model: 
Pj is systematic risk of security j, and defined as COV (Rj , Rm) / VAR (Rm). The term ( E[Rm]- Rf ) can 
be described as the expected market return per unit of risk, while the term Wj ( E[Rm] - Rf )) is the risk 
premium i.e. the reward investors receive for accepting risk. The risk premium is proportional to the 
amount of systematic risk of the security. The equation describing the relationship between expected 
return E[Rj] and pj is called the Security Market Line. 
A variation of CAPM proposed by Black et al. (1972) following the results of a study which showed that 
the estimated Security Market Line did not correspond to that predicted by CAPM, was to replace the 
risk free return with the expected return on the zero beta portfolio. The zero beta portfolio is the 
theoretical portfolio with minimum variance which is uncorrelated to the market return. 
An important implication of CAPM is that investors are not rewarded for risks specific to individual 
shares as these risks can be diversified away. If CAPM holds, investors should hold diversified 
portfolios. CAPM has been criticised both for the unrealistic nature of its assumptions, and the fact 
that it is not fully supported by empirical studies. However, the model remains key in understanding 
financial markets. 
The single index models described above are all similar in form, and all relate expected returns linearly 
to risk. An empirical study by Black et al. (1972) found that there was always a highly linear relationship 
between risk and return, although this relationship did not always conform to that predicted by CAPM. 
The models and studies have typically measured risk over a relatively short time horizon, on the 
assumption that all investors have such a time horizon. 
Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) was developed by Ross (1976, 1977), and it is described by Cragg & 
Malkiel (1982) as a multi-factor model. In APT, the return on any asset is a linear function of certain 
factors (indices), and assets differ from one another in the exposure they have to these factors. CAPM 
is therefore a special case of such a model. The assumption of no arbitrage means that the risk and 
returns of assets can be replicated by combinations of other assets. The theory does not specify which 
factors or indices are appropriate. These could be decided either by theoretical argument or 
quantitative empirical evidence (provided that neither contradicted the other). 
Actuarial studies of risk premiums (Thornton & Wilson (1992), Jones (1993), Wilkie (1995b)) have 
been largely aimed at setting appropriate valuation or pricing assumptions, rather than testing financial 
economic models. The studies have been mainly empirical as opposed to theoretical in nature. 
Although risk is typically defined as the standard deviation of return, several other measures exist. 











argues that risk is not symmetrical and is therefore non-normal, so variance (or standard deviation) is 
an inappropriate measure of risk. 
Another problem is the definition of a risk free rate of return. Real returns are usually more important 
than nominal returns, and a true risk free real asset usually does not exist. A practical approach is to 
take the interest rate on short-term treasury bills as the risk free rate i.e. to assume that this has a zero 
risk premium. Other assets, such as bonds and equities, then have a risk premium over this return, 
which is related to the standard deviation of expected return. Although treasury bills are not truely risk 
free real assets, it can be assumed the same relationship broadly holds for real returns. 
Assuming a zero risk premium on real money market returns does not mean that they are without 
volatility. It means that the money market is the minimum risk asset, and the risk premiums of other 
assets are measured as the excess expected return over the expected return from the money market. 
4.2.4 Bonds 
Bonds are typically fixed interest security issued by central or local governments, companies, banks or 
other institutions, although variable rate and index-linked bonds exist. Variable rate bonds are similar 
in nature to money market instruments, and index-linked bonds are not issued in all markets, so this 
discussion will focus only on fixed interest bonds. 
In Section 6.2, the incorporation of information from the index-linked bond market into the model is 
discussed. Moreover, the proposed model produces projections of real and nominal interest rates, and 
can easily be used to model index-linked bonds 
Bonds differ from money market instruments in the market where they are traded, and their term to 
maturity. Bonds can have terms of 30 years or more, although very short term bonds or bonds close to 
maturity behave much like money market instruments. 
McCutcheon & Scott (1986) note that an individual bond can be characterised by the nominal amount 
of stock held, the coupon rate or rate of interest (which is usually paid half-yearly), the redemption 
price, and the redemption date. The price of a bond can then be calculated by taking the present value 
of future cash flows (which are the coupons and redemption value) discounted at an appropriate 
discount rate. Conversely, if the price is known, an implied yield to redemption can be determined. It 
is this yield which is quoted in the bond market, rather than the price, and the determinants of those 
yields are discussed below. 
4.2.4.1 The Term Structure of Interest Rates 
The term structure of interest rates is the relationship between the yield on a bond and its maturity. 
This relationship is usually analysed by a yield curve, which plots the yields on bonds against their 
terms to maturity. Smith (1996) notes that most stochastic models do not distinguish bonds by term, 
and argues that the full term structure of both real and nominal interest rates should be modelled. 
Several theories explain the term structure of interest rates, or the "shape" of the yield curve. The 











1. Expectations of future short term interest rates - this argument assumes that borrowing (or 
investing) for two years should be equivalent to borrowing (or investing) for one year and rolling 
over the debt after one year. This theory implies that the yield curve contains implicit forecasts of 
future short term interest rates. 
2. Expectations of future inflation - since real interest rates are nominal rates less inflation, the yield 
curve will also reflect expectations of future inflation. This is termed the Fisher (1907, 1930) effect, 
where the yield is composed of 2 parts, one real and one representing expected future inflation. 
Huber (1997) argues that a model for bonds needs to be consistent with an inflation model, if the 
assumption of rational expectations is to be satisfied. There is often also assumed to be an 
inflation risk premium in nominal yields to compensate investors for the risk that inflation is 
different from that expected. 
3. Risk premiums and liquidity preference - liquidity preference can be described as the desire of an 
investor to hold money and short term assets rather than other forms of wealth such as equities 
and bonds. A consequence of this is that a premium is required on other non-cash assets. 
Alternatively, a premium on long term yields over short term yields can be seen as a risk premium 
representing the uncertainty in both expected future short term interest rates and expected future 
inflation. Tax, regulation and the liability profile of investors may also influence the demand 
4. Another factor which affects the yield curve is the public sector borrowing requirement (PSBR). 
The PSBR is the supply of government bonds, and is related to government expenditure. 
Since government expenditure is a component of GOP, the economic model will indirectly incorporate 
changes in PSBR, either directly through modelled relationships, or indirectly through error terms. 
Chaplin (1998) examines the major mathematical models of term structure in financial economics. 
Four main models are identified. The first model is the Vasicek (1977) model, which relates the long 
term bond yield to the money market rate (a one factor model). The Richard (1978) model relates the 
long term yield to both expected inflation and expected real short term interest rates (a two factor 
model). The Hull & White (1990) model, described as a modified Vasicek model, where deterministic 
parameters are replaced with stochastic parameters. The fourth model is a general polynomial model, 
which is a mathematical model which can be fitted to data and used to describe the yield curve. Hull 
(2006) divides interest rates models into those described as equilibrium (based on economic theory), 
such as the Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (1985) model, and those described as no-arbitrage, which are 
based on the current term structure of the yield curve such as the Ho and Lee (1986) model. A wide 
variety of interest rate models have been developed in recent times. 
4.2.5 Equity 
Equities, or shares in companies, distribute a portion of net profits/earnings as dividends. Typically, 
dividends per share (DPS) are less than earnings per share (EPS), although dividends can be paid out 











earnings less dividends, and are used to finance companies' activities. The ratio of DPS over EPS is 
termed the pay-out ratio. 
4.2.5.1 Earnings and Dividends 
There are several factors that influence the earnings of a single company, but there are three main 
factors which influence the average earnings of listed companies. These are inflation, real economic 
growth, and interest rates. These are the three variables modelled in the economic model. The 
revenue of companies will tend to rise with price inflation, since the price of the goods and services 
sold will increase with inflation. Revenues will also tend to rise with real economic growth, because 
more will be sold. The expenses of companies will be linked to price inflation, wage inflation and 
interest rates. The cost of inputs is linked to price inflation, and wage inflation is linked to both price 
inflation and economic growth. The expenses of many companies will also be linked to interest rates 
because companies raise capital from both equity and debt, and the cost of debt financing is interest. 
EPS is an accounting measure, and not a market number. It is really only an estimate of earnings. 
DPS, on the other hand, is cash actually paid to shareholders, so there is no subjectivity over its 
measurement. Dyson & Exley (1995) note that dividends (and earnings) are broadly linked to inflation 
and economic growth, and argue that some of the discrepancies between real earnings growth and 
real economic growth are due to changes in distribution of income (between labour and capital). None 
of the actuarial models reviewed modelled EPS. Thomson (1996) argues that it is not necessary to 
model earnings, because the model for dividends can be adapted if pay-out ratios change. However, it 
is not clear how best to adjust the model, and any modification is likely to be subjective. 
Wilkie (1986) models dividends as a function of inflation, where there is unit gain from inflation to 
dividends. By definition, the unit gain should be from earnings to dividends. There are several reasons 
why there may be no unit gain from inflation to dividends, including measurement error in the inflation 
index, a mismatch between the costs and revenues of companies and the chosen inflation index, and 
any redistribution of income between capital and labour. 
The major findings in a study of dividends by Lintner (1956) were that managers have a target pay-out 
ratio, but prefer to smooth dividends and avoid dividend cuts. This smoothing of dividends was also 
found by Thomson (1996). In the Marsh and Merton (1986) dividend model, dividends are a function of 
earnings. 
Miller & Modigliani (1958) argued that the dividend policy of a company is irrelevant, particularly in how 
investors value the share. Although it is earnings rather than dividends that are relevant in the 
valuation of companies, applications of stochastic models often require forecasts of cashflows, so it is 
preferable to model both earnings and dividends, so that the actual cashflows from equities to an 











4.2.5.2 Share Prices 
The standard model for equity valuation is the dividend discount model, or more generally a discounted 
future cashflow model. Here, the value of a share is determined by the present value of its future 
proceeds (Henning (1984 )). In principle this is the same as the valuation of a bond. The difference is 
that a share has no maturity value, and that future proceeds are dividends, which are uncertain .. 
Campbell & Shiller (1987) found that the dividend discount model was not an empirically good model 
for stock prices, although their work was based on the assumption of a fixed discount rate which could 
be the reason for their findings. 
If the Miller & Modigliani (1958) argument holds, then whether or not a dividend is paid does not affect 
the return to the investor. However, any distributable earnings disclosed could be paid out. A 
discounted future cashflow model can still hold, provided that the share price is the present value of 
expected future distributable earnings. 
The capital invested in a company is what produces future earnings. The value of that capital is not its 
accounting measure (whether net asset value, or share capital plus retained earnings), but the value of 
the earnings it can produce in the future. 
4.2.5.3 Distribution of Equity Returns 
The standard distribution assumed for equity returns is the normal distribution. Fama (1976) notes that 
this model was developed, independently, by Bachelier (1900) and Osborne (1959). It assumes that 
price changes from transaction to transaction are independently and identically distributed, and that the 
transactions are uniformly distributed across time. If there is a large number of transactions per unit 
time, then price changes per unit time will be the sum of many independent, identical random variables 
and thus, by the central limit theorem, approximately normal. An analogous argument for returns is 
that returns are the product of intermediate returns, just as price changes are the sum of intermediate 
price changes. If successive returns are independently and identically distributed, log returns will be 
approximately normal since log returns are the sum of intermediate log returns. 
Mandelbrot (1963) questioned the hypothesis of the normality of stock returns. He argued that the 
limiting distribution of sums of variables is a member of the stable class of distributions of which the 
normal is only a special case. Stable distributions are invariant under addition i.e. if daily log returns 
have a stable non-normal distribution then monthly log returns will have a distribution of the same type. 
Empirical studies such as that by Fama (1965) found that daily returns are significantly non-normal and 
distributions which are leptokurtic relative to the normal would be more appropriate, i.e. distributions 
with higher probabilities of values close to the mean as well as higher probabilities of extreme values. 
Fama (1965) found that monthly returns were closer to normality, and contradicted Mandelbrot's (1963) 
hypothesis that daily and monthly returns conform to the same type of stable non-normal distribution. 
Studies by Officer (1976) and Blattberg & Gonedes (1974) had similar results. Wilkie (1995) also found 
that monthly residuals were leptokurtic, but that the annual series were not particularly non-normal. 












4.3.1 Economic Model 
The discussion in section 4.1 can be summarised by the following three assumptions: 
1. High inflation causes monetary authorities to increase real interest rates, and governments to 
reduce expenditure, consequently reducing real economic growth. 
2. High real economic growth causes inflation to increase, and monetary authorities to increase real 
interest rates. 
3. High real interest rates cause inflation to decrease, and real economic growth to decrease. 
4.3.2 Financial Market Model 
The discussion in section 4.2 can be summarised by the following nine assumptions: 
1. Financial markets are efficient. 
2. Investors have rational expectations and price securities based on those expectations. 
3. There is no risk premium on real money market returns (short term interest rates). 
4. There is a positive and linear relationship between expected real return and risk, where risk is 
measured as the standard deviation of real return. 
5. The yield on a bond is made up of expected future real short term interest rates, expected future 
inflation, and a risk premium. Expected future real short term interest rates are assumed to be 
equal to the corresponding forward rates. 
6. Real earnings growth is positively related to real economic growth and negatively to real interest 
rates. 
7. Dividends are a smoothed function of earnings, and there is unit-gain from earnings to dividends. 
8. Share prices are determined by the present value of expected future distributable earnings, 
discounted at a rate equal to expected future short term interest rates plus expected future inflation 
plus a risk premium. 












5. Formulation and Fitting of Model 
5.1 Formulation 
5.1.1 Economic Model 
Defining inflationt, realgrowthto and realinterestt as the log (1 +inflation rate), log (1 +real economic 
growth), and log (1 +real money market return) respectively, a mixture model can be formulated with a 
combination of mean-reverting components and components that are not mean-reverting. These 
features are incorporated by using a factor, Freversion, where 0 ~ Freversion ~ 1. The models for inflation, 
economic growth and interest rates are mean reverting when Freversion is 1 (provided all the a, ~ and y 
terms are not equal to 1), and are random walks when Freversion is zero. When 0 < Freversion < 1, the 
models are not mean reverting, and are generally described as autoregressive processes reverting to a 
mean, but that the mean itself is a random walk. The models are similar in form, and are expressed 
algebraically as follows: 
flinflation.t = flinflation.t-1 + (1 - F reversion) einf,t, 
inflationt = flinflation,t + CXinf (inflationt_1 - flinflation,t-1) 
+ ~Oinf (realgrowtht - flrealgrowth,t) + ~ 1inf (realgrowtht_1 - flrealgrowth,t-1) 
+ linf (real interestt - flrealinterest,t) + Y 
1 
inf (realinterestt_1 - flrealinterest,t-1) + F reversion einf,t, 
flrealgrowth,t = flrealgrowth,t-1 + (1 - F reversion) egro,t, 
realgrowtht = flrealrowth,t + CXgro (realgrowtht_1 - flrealgrowth,t-1) 
+ ~o gro (inflationt - flinflation,t) + ~ 1 gro (inflationt_1 - flinflation,t-1) 
+ l gro (realinterestt - flrealinterest,t) + Y \ro (realinterestt_1 - flrealinterest,t-1) 
+ F reversion egro,t, 
Where 0 ~ CXgro ~ 1, ~o gro ,~\ro ~ 0, l gro ,Y\ro ~ 0, and egro,t - N ( 0 , CYgro ), and 
flrealinterest,t = flrealinterest,t-1 + (1 - F reversion) eint,t 
realinterestt = flrealinterest,t + CXint (realinterestt_1 - flrealinterest,t-1) 
+ ~Oint (inflationt - flinflation,t) + ~ 1 int (inflationt_1 - flinflation,t-1) 
+ lint (realgrowtht - flrealgrowth,t) + Y \nt (realgrowtht_1 - flrealgrowth,t-1) 











Where 0 :S; Clint :S; 1, ~Oint ,~\nt;:: 0, lint ,y'int;:: 0, and eint,t - N ( 0, O"int ). 
Additionally, in order to ensure no circularity, the following must also hold: 
• f 0' h 0 (\, -0 I ~ in! ,~ in! > 0, t en ~ gro ,I-' gro -
• 0' 0' 0 If ~ gro ,~ gro < 0, then ~ in! ,~ in! = 
• o 0 0' _ If Yin! ,Y in! < 0, then ~ int ,~ int - 0 
• 0' 0 0 _ If ~ int ,~ int> 0, then Yin! ,Y in! - 0 
• 0' 0' If Y gro ,Y gro < 0, then Y int ,Y int = 0 
• 0' 0' _ If Y int ,Y int > 0, then Y gro ,Y gro - O. 
In the models above, the fl terms can be described as the "means" or underlying rates. They are 
independent of other variables and follow a random walk when Freversion * 1. The actual rates follows 
an autoregressive process when Freversion * 0, and revert to the mean, fl, where the Cl terms are the 
autoregressive parameters. The ~ and Y terms incorporate the causal links assumed between 
variables, and the restrictions on these parameters dictate the nature of this causality i.e. whether the 
relationship is positive or negative. 
5.1.2 Financial Market Model 
The financial market model specifies the models for risk premiums, bond yields, equity earnings, equity 
dividends, and equity prices. These are discussed below. 
5.1.2.1 Expected Returns and Risk Premiums 
Defining Rj,t as the log of (1 + real return) on asset j for period t, and based on the assumptions that 
there is no risk premium on real money market returns, and that there is a positive and linear 
relationship between expected real return and the standard deviation of real return, then: 
E[Rj,J = realinterestt + ~return [O"j - O"realinterest], where ~return ;:: O. 
In this equation, O"realinterest and O"j are standard deviations of realinterestt and Rj respectively. If asset j is 
the treasury bill, then E[Rj,t] = realinterestj, which satisfies the assumption that there is no risk premium 
on these returns. For any asset more risky than this, such as bonds and equities, O"j will exceed 
O"realinterest. The risk premium on such an asset is equal to Wreturn [O"j - O"realinteresJ). The restriction (~return ;:: 
0) ensures that the risk premium is positive.[you haven't addressed comment about assumption that 
market is in equilibrium] 
5.1.2.2 Bonds 
On the assumption that the yield on a bond is comprised from expected future short term real interest 











outstanding term of m years with an annually paid coupon, c, (that has just been paid), will be as 
follows: 
bondpricem,c(O) = c [ vm,c( 1) + vm,c(2) + vm,c(3) + ... + vm,c(m) ] + vm,c(m). 
In this equation, vm,c(t) is the discount factor for the cash flow at time t: 
f 
vm,c(t) = exp {- I (E[realinterests] + E [inflations] + riskpremiumm,c )}. 
5=1 
The risk premium of the bond is riskpremiumm,c, and is such that the relationship in section 5.1.2.1 is 
satisfied. The yield to maturity of the bond can be found by solving for i in the equation {bondpricem,c(O) 
= c [v1 + v2 + v3 + ... + vn] + vn } where v = (1 +ir1. The yield will be a weighted average of the 
combination of the expected future short term interest rates plus expected future inflation plus and a 
risk premium, where the weights are the cash flows paid by the bond. Note that a bond with a price 
bondpricem,c(O) at time zero will have a price of bondpricem_1,c(1) at time 1, as the outstanding term of 
the bond will be one year less. 
5.1.2.3 Equity 
The three aspects of equities that need to be modelled are earnings, dividends and share prices. For 
a company whose financial year end was exactly six months ago and pays dividends annually, 
shareprice(O) is defined as the share price at time zero. EPS(-1) and DPS(-1) are defined as the 
earnings per share and dividends per share disclosed and paid 6 months ago respectively. In general 
EPS(t) relates to the year (t - %) to (t + %), so earnings occur on average at time t. Similarly, DPS(t) 
relates to the year (t - %) to (t + %), and are paid at time (t + %). This means that EPS(-1) was earned 
on average at time (-1) and DPS(-1) was paid at time (-%). At time zero, EPS(O) and DPS(O) are 
unknown. 
Returns on Shares 
The nominal annual return on shares, r, made in period t is the solution to the equation: 
shareprice(t-1) ( 1 + r ) = DPS(t-1) ( 1 + r )'12 + shareprice(t). 
This has the solution: 
( 1 + r f' = [ DPS(t-1) + { DPS(t-1)2 + 4 shareprice(t-1) shareprice(t) }'/'] / [2 shareprice(t-1)]. 
From this equation, the approximate return is: 
r ~ [shareprice(t) + DPS(t-1 )/2] / [shareprice(t-1) - DPS(t-1 )/2]- 1. 
It was assumed in Section 4.3 that equity returns are independent of the proportion of distributable 
earnings that are paid out as dividends. Since the return, r, is independent of the amount of earnings 











different. Defining shareprice'(t) as what the share price would need to be in order to obtain the same 
return, r, if all earnings were distributed, i.e. if DPS'(t-1) = EPS(t-1), the equation used to find r can be 
expanded as follows: 
shareprice(t-1) ( 1 + r) = DPS(t-1) ( 1 + r )'12 + shareprice(t) 
= DPS'(t-1) ( 1 + r )V2 + shareprice'(t) 
= EPS(t-1) ( 1 + r)'h + shareprice'(t). 
This has the result that shareprice(t) = { EPS(t-1) - DPS(t-1) } ( 1 + r )'12 + shareprice'(t). The 
interpretation of this result is that any earnings that are not distributed are simply reflected in a higher 
share price. If all earnings are distributed, DPS(t-1) = EPS(t-1), then shareprice(t) equals 
shareprice'(t). 
Share Prices 
It was assumed in Section 4.3 that share prices are determined by the present value of expected future 
distributable earnings, and that the discount rate equals expected future short term real interest rates 
plus expected future inflation plus a risk premium. Under these assumptions: 
shareprice(t) = E[EPS(t)] Vshare(t) + E[EPS(t+1)] vshare(t+1) + E[EPS(t+2)] vshare(t+2) + ... 
Where 
VShare(t+r) = discount factor for cash flow at time (t+r), 
t+r 
V share(t+r) = ~ exp { - ( E[realinterests] + E [inflations] + riskpremiumshare )}, 
s = t+1 
and riskpremiumshare is such as to satisfy the relationship in 5.1.2.1. 
Similarly, shareprice'(t) can be defined as follows: 
shareprice'(t) = E[EPS'(t)] Vshare'(t) + E[EPS'(t+1)] vshare'(t+1) + E[EPS'(t+2)] vshare'(t+2) + ... , where 
EPS'(t) are the earnings that would have occurred at time t if all the earnings that occurred at time t-1 
had been distributed. Additionally, these relationships only hold if E[EPS(t)] and E[EPS'(t)] are greater 
than one for at least one t. 
If it is assumed that expected return is independent of the proportion of earnings that are distributed as 
dividends, then Vshare(r) = Vshare'(r) for all r. This necessarily implies that E[EPS(r)] of= E[EPS'(r)] unless 
DPS(r) = EPS(r). This can be further explained by example. Consider 2 firms, identical in every 











Table F - Initial position of identical firms with different dividend policy 
Firm A Firm B 
Shares in Issue 3,000,000 3,000,000 
Total Earnings ($) 45,000,000 45,000,000 
Market Capitalisation ($) 900,000,000 900,000,000 
Share Price ($) 300.00 300.00 
EPS ($) 15.00 15.00 
DPS ($) 15.00 7.50 
Assume, for simplicity, that the dividends are due to be paid in one year's time and that all parameters 
are deterministic, notably that the shares are valued on a risk discount rate of 15%. For firm A, the 
return is comprised 5% from dividends and 10% from capital, whereas it is 2.5% and 12.5% 
respectively for firm B, so that after one year, the firms will appear as in table G. 
Table G - Position of same firms one year later 
Firm A Firm B 
Shares in Issue 3,000,000 3,000,000 
Total Earnings ($) 49,500,000 50,456,250 
Market Capitalisation ($) 990,000,000 1,009,125,000 
Share price ($) 330.00 336.38 
EPS ($) 16.50 16.82 
DPS ($) 16.50 8.41 
The returns achieved over the year by shareholders in each firm are identical, but the firms are no 
longer identical. Firm B has effectively raised more capital by retaining some earnings. Firm A could 
have achieved the equivalent result (ignoring costs) by issuing new shares to the value of $19,125,000. 
The growth in earnings of the two firms is affected identically by inflation, economic growth and interest 
rates, but firm B's capital grows by 2.125% more than firm A's. This can be interpreted as the growth 
in the size of firm B, relative to firm A, due to the capital effectively raised through retained earnings. 
In the case of firm B, using the notation of the model, and assuming the actual pay-out ratio was 50%, 
shareprice(O) is $300.00 and EPS(O) and DPS(O) are $15.00 and $7.50 respectively. Shareprice(1) is 
$336.38 and shareprice'(1) is $330.00. Shareprice'(1) is the price of the share if all earnings had been 
distributed as dividends, so as to achieve the same return. The variables shareprice'(t) and EPS'(t) are 
purely notional or dummy variables used in intermediate calculations to identify the change in size 











Earnings Per Share 
It was assumed in Section 4.3 that real earnings growth is related to real economic growth and real 
interest rates. It is reasonable to exclude the 'change in size' effect described above from the model 
for earnings growth as this effect does not represent real underlying growth in company earnings, but 
rather a change in capital through retained prior earnings. If earningsgrowth't is defined as 
log [EPS'(t) / EPS(t-1)], and earningsgrowtht as log [EPS(t) / EPS(t-1)], then earningsgrowtht is the log 
of (1 +earnings growth), including change in size effect. Recalling that EPS(t) occurs on average at 
time t, then: 
earningsgrowth't = inflationt + realgrowtht + (Xearn (realinterestt - Ilrealinterest.t) + eearn,t, 
where (Xearn:::; 0, and eearn,t - N ( 0 , <Jearn ). 
This means that log (1 +earnings growth) in any year (excluding the change in size effect) equals log 
(1 +inflation) plus log (1 +real economic growth) plus an error term which is distributed normally with 
mean zero. There is also an effect on earnings from short term interest rates, This is only a short term 
effect as the unconditional expectation of the term (realinterestt_1 - Ilrealinterest,t-1) is zero. The condition 
(Xearn:::; 0) means that this effect is negative i.e. high interest rates reduce earning growth. The 'change 
in size effect' affects all future earnings proportionately, so that at time zero, earningsgrowth'o = 
earningsgrowtho, but for all t > 0, earningsgrowth't of. earningsgrowtht . 
Dividends Per Share 
The assumptions in Section 4.3 about dividends were that dividends are a smoothed function of 
earnings, and that there is unit-gain from earnings to dividends. Defining dividendgrowtht as log 
dividend growth (log [DPS(t) / DPS(t-1)]), and recalling that DPS(t) are the dividends relating to 
earnings EPS(t), and are paid at time (t + %), then the Wilkie (1995) dividend model can be adapted by 
replacing the inflation terms with earnings growth terms, and by removing the mean, dividend yield and 
error terms as follows: 
dividendgrowtht = (Xdiv smoothearningst + (1 - (Xdiv) earningsgrowtht, 
where smoothearningst = ~div earningsgrowtht + (1 - ~div) smoothearningst_1, 0:::; (Xdiv :::; 1, 0 < ~div :::; 1. 
The term smoothearningst is the exponentially weighted average of past earnings growth. In this 
model there are two smoothing terms, (Xdiv and ~div' The greater the value of (Xdiv, the more smoothing 
that occurs. The greater the value of ~div, the less smoothing that occurs. By setting ~div = (1- (Xdiv), the 
model can be simplified so that there is only one smoothing parameter as follows: 
dividendgrowtht = (Xdiv smoothearningst + (1 - (Xdiv) earningsgrowtht, 











This is the simplest model of dividends if they are a smoothed function of earnings, and there is unit-
gain from earnings to dividends i.e. any change in earnings is ultimately reflected as a change in 
dividends. Note that the pay-out ratio for period t is DPS(t) / EPS(t). 
5.1.3 An Additional Constraint on the Economic Model 
Since listed companies have limited liability, share prices must by definition be ~ 0, it is necessary to 
impose an additional constraint on the model to ensure that this is the case. This is achieved by 
imposing a constraint that /lrealinterest,t = max ( /lrealinterest.t-l + e~realinterest,t , /lrealgrowth,t - riskpremiumshare + 
Cwealinterest). The derivation of this constraint is described below. 
At time t, due to the mean-reverting component on the model, there can be found n, such that 
E[realinterestt+nl::::: E[realinterestt+n+1J. E[inflationt+nl ::::: E[inflationt+n+1J. and E[earningsgrowtht+nl ::::: 
E[earningsgrowtht+n+1J. for all values greater than t+n. This means that 
shareprice(t) ::::: E[ EPS(t) 1 Vshare(t) + E[ EPS(t+1) 1 vshare(t+1) + ... + E[ EPS(t+n) 1 Vshare(t+n) 
+ E[ EPS(t+n) 1 Vshare(t+n) ( 1 + g ) / ( i - g ), 
where g = E [/linflation.t+n 1 + E [/lrealgrowth,t+nJ. and i = E [/lrealinterest,t+nl + E [/linflation,t+nl + riskpremiumshare' 
At time t, EPS(t) is unknown while EPS(t-1) is known. It is interesting to note that in the model for 
equities, there is uncertainty about the future, but also about the past. Due to reporting delays, the 
EPS and DPS are always out of date. In the model, share prices react when actual EPS is different 
from expected. This means that the model is 'semi-strong' efficient, in that insider trading profits are 
still possible (if EPS is known before it is published). 
This means that ( i - g ) must be > 0, therefore using the defintions of i and g above: 
E [/lrealinterest,J + E [/linflation.J + riskpremiumshare - (E [/linflation,J + E [/lrealgrowth,J ) > 0, which implies that 
E [/lrealinterest,J + riskpremiumshare - E [/lrealgrowth,J > 0, which implies that 
E [/lrealinterest,J > E [/lrealgrowth,J - riskpremiumshare' 
This constraint can be incorporated into the economic model by modifying the real interest rate model 
as follows: 
/lrealinterest,t = max ( /lrealinterest,t-l + ewealinterest,t , /lrealgrowth,t - riskpremiumshare + Cwealinterest ). 
5.2 Fitting of Model 
The parameters in the algebraic model described above will be estimated and tested for significance. 
Both insignificant parameters and parameters which do not satisfy the constraints imposed by theory 
will be rejected, At first glance, the economic model may appear to have circularity. However the 
constraints on parameters will eliminate circularity because the causal links between variables are 











to inflation!, and ~Ogro, which relates inflation! to realgrowtht. must be rejected, which will eliminate any 
circularity. 
The parameterisation will use the data described previously and the methods described in Section 
3.4.1. The risk-return relationship, and the earnings and dividend models from the financial market 
model will be fitted first, followed by the economic model and remaining items from the financial market 
model, as the other variables need to be parametised before this can be done. 
5.2.1 Expected Returns and Risk Premiums 
The risk premium model can be parameterised by defining the risk premium over a one year period, 
E[Rj - realinterest], as the mean log (1 + real return) on asset j less mean log (1 + real money market 
return). Using these values for 2, 5, 10 and 30 year bonds, as well as equities for each country, 
together with CJj and CJreaiin!eres!, estimates were made and are shown in Table H. These estimates were 
obtained by first calculating the historical risk premium for each asset class individually, and estimating 
the beta parameter from these risk premiums. 
Table H - Estimates of Risk Premium Parameters 
Country ~re!urn Significance of T-
Statistic 
United States 0.620 0.052 
Britain 0.380 0.661 
South Africa 0.235 0.010 
The estimates satisfy the condition that ~re!urn ~ O. The estimate for Britain is not significant which is 
probably because sufficient data to estimate standard deviations was only available for 2 data series, 
resulting in a sample size that was too small to obtain significant results. 
5.2.2 Dividend and Earnings Model 
Earnings Per Share 
The EPS model can be parameterised by regressing the variable { earningsgrowth't - inflation! -
realgrowtht } on { realinterestt - ~reaiinterest,t}. For this, ~reaiinterest,! was assumed to be the average log (1 + 
real interest rate) over the 15 years observed. The variable earningsgrowth'! is defined as in section 
5.1.2.3, and is adjusted for the "increase in size" effect. The initial estimates of parameters are shown 











Table I - Initial Estimates of EPS Parameters 
Country Q earn Significance of 
T -Statistic 
United States -1.199 0.423 
Britain 0.900 0.351 
South Africa 0.449 0.633 
The estimates for Q earn are not significant for any country, indicating that there is no direct link between 
growth in earnings per share and real interest rates, and the final estimates are shown in Table J. 
Table J - Final Estimates of EPS Parameters 
Final Estimates 
Country Q earn (Jearn 
United States 0.000 0.054 
Britain 0.000 0.030 
South Africa 0.000 0.053 
Dividends Per Share 
The smoothing parameter Qdiv in the DPS model is estimated by simulating 5000 outcomes of earnings 
growth, and finding the smoothing parameter that produces a standard deviation of dividend growth 
equal to that observed. The estimated parameters are shown in Table K as follows: 
Table K - Estimates of DPS Parameters 
Country Standard Deviation Standard Deviation Qdiv 
of Earnings Growth of Dividend Growth 
United States 0.057 0.008 0.931 
Britain 0.039 0.015 0.795 
South Africa 0.051 0.030 0.655 
The estimates satisfy the constraint that 0 :s; Qdiv :s; 1. A high value of Qdiv represents a high degree of 
smoothing. 











Table L - Mean Pay-out Ratios 
Country Mean Pay-out Ratio Sample (Months) 
United States 0.513 84 
Britain 0.682 71 
South Africa 0.422 193 
5.2.3 Special Cases 
Two special cases of the economic model arise when Freversion takes the value of one or zero. When 
Freversion = 0, the economic models are pure random walks. When Freversion = 1, the models are mean 
reverting. The processes for intermediate cases where 0 < Freversion < 1, are a combination of the two 
processes, but are not mean reverting, as mean reversion only occurs in the special case when 
Freversion = 1. The auto-regressive parameters (a, ~, y) can be estimated by assuming Freversion = 1. The 
special cases are described further below. 
Random Walk Special Case 
The random walk special case occurs when Freversion = 0, and if the initial conditions are such that 
inflationo = /linflation.O, realgrowtho = /lrealrowth,O, and realinteresto = /lrealinterest,O, then, for all t > 0, 
inflationt = /linflation,t. realgrowtht = /lrealrowth,t. and realinterestt = /lrealinterest,t. This means that the economic 
models simplify to: 
inflationt = inflationt_1 + einf,t 
realgrowtht = realgrowtht_1 + egro,t 
realinterestt = realinterestt_1 + eint,t, 
Mean Reversion Special Case 
If the economic variables revert to a constant mean, it means that /linflation,t , /lrealgrowth,t and /lrealinterest,t are 
all constant. This occurs in the special case when Freversion = 1, The constant means can be defined as 
/linflation, /lrealgrowth and /lrealinterest, and equal /linftation,t, /lrealgrowth,t and /lrealinterest,t respectively. Estimates of 
these means are shown in Table M. 
Table M - Estimates of Means for Economic Model 
Country /linftation /lrealgrowth /lrealinterest 
United States 0.033 0.029 0.028 
Britain 0.044 0.025 0.050 











The means can then be subtracted from the variables, and the parameters in the economic model 
estimated by regression. A step-wise regression procedure was followed, where parameters that were 
not significant at the 5% level or did not satisfy the constraints were eliminated. The regression results 
are shown in Table N as follows. 
Table N - Regression Estimates for Economic Model 
Inflation Model 
Country 0 1 0 1 CXinf ~ inf ~ inf Y inf Y inf Ginf 
United States 0.680 a a a a 0.008 
Britain 0.523 a a a a 0.020 
South Africa 0.767 a a a a 0.027 
Real Economic Growth 
Model 
Country 0 1 0 1 CXgro ~ gro ~ gro Y gro Y gro G gro 
United States a a -0.794 a a 0.011 
Britain 0.504 a -0.559 a a 0.012 
South Africa a a a a a 0.022 
Real Short Term Interest 
Rates Model 
Country 0 1 0 1 CXin! ~ in! ~ in! Yin! Yin! Gin! 
United States 0.576 a a a 0.371 0.008 
Britain a a 0.610 a a 0.011 
South Africa 0.685 a a a 0.705 0.028 
5.2.4 General Case 
The best-fit model might be one of the special cases, but it is more likely to be an intermediate model 
between the two extremes when a < Freversion < 1. The mean reversion special case is found when 
Freversion = 1, and the random walk special case is found when Freversion = O. The value of Freversion can be 
estimated using the observed variances of asset returns, by minimizing a "least squares" function L 











match those observed historically. As stated previously, the approach to fitting the model was in part 
heuristic, and no better formal method for estimating F was found. 
L = L (SjObserved _ stOdelled)2 
j = 1 
where 
n = number of asset classes 
Sjobserved = observed standard deviation of log (1 + real return) of asset class j 
stOdelled = modelled standard deviation of log (1 + real return) of asset class j 
Given that data was obtained for 15 years, and that data was not available for the full period for all 
asset classes, a modified "weighted least squares" function W can be defined as below. Again, the 
choice of this function is a practical heuristic one with the aim that the modelled volatilities of asset 
classes broadly match those observed historically. 
n 
W = L m (sObserved _ smodelled)2 j j j 
j = 1 
where 
n = number of asset classes 
mj = number of years for which asset class j was observed 
stbserved = observed standard deviation of log (1 + real return) of asset class j 
stOdelled = modelled standard deviation of log (1 + real return) over 15 years of asset class j. 
The stOdelied are calculated through simulations of the model as described in Appendix B. It should be 
noted that the method of weighting to the asset classes results in bond asset classes having a higher 
weight that equities for the US and South African models. An iterative approach was used to find 












Table 0 - Calculation of "Reversion Factor" 
Country United States Britain South Africa 
n 6 3 6 
W 0.102 0.000 0.077 
Freversion 0.13 0.88 0.83 
Asset category sobserved smodelled sobserved smodelled Sobserved 
modelled 
mj J J mj J J mj J Sj 
Money market 15 0.015 0.021 15 0.019 0.017 15 0.041 0.044 
2 Year Bonds 4 0.010 0.025 0 - 0.036 12 0.047 0.059 
5 Year Bonds 4 0.030 0.044 0 - 0.052 12 0.057 0.093 
10 Year Bonds 5 0.079 0.067 15 0.061 0.059 12 0.057 0.110 
30 Year Bonds 15 0.150 0.095 0 - 0.067 9 0.069 0.119 











6. Description and Evaluation of Final Model 
6.1 Description 
6.1.1 Structure 
The parameterised models for the three countries studied all show a cascade structure without 
feedback. Figures D, E and F illustrate these structures. The models for the United States and Britain 
have inflation as the 'driving variable' as does the Wilkie (1986) model. The South African model has 
both inflation and economic growth as driving variables. The only differences in structure between the 
country models are the relationships between the economic variables (inflation, economic growth and 
interest rates) as the relationships between the financial market variables (bond yields, dividends, 
earnings and share prices) are set by theory. The differences in structure are based on observed 
statistical relationships in the data, and potentially represent real differences in the way the economies 
have operated. Examples of these difference may be in the make-up of the economy (e.g. a services 
versus resource based economy) or how fiscal and monetary policy has been applied and what is has 
been focused on (e.g. growth stimulation or the control of inflation). 













































The parameterised models are included in demonstration Microsoft Excel spreadsheets on the 
accompanying CD-ROM. The programs are named "Model (US) demo. xis", "Model (UK) demo.xls" 











provide 25 year stochastic projections and include graphs. In the spreadsheets, the first tab 
("Parameters") lists the parameters, the next 9 tabs show workings, followed by a "Summary" tab and 
four graphs. A new simulation is performed each time the recalculate button (F9) is pressed. 
6.1.2 Summary Statistics 
The statistical properties of the models are examined by observing simulated output of the model, and 
are not analytically determined. This is because the form of the model makes analytical solutions 
difficult to find. The simulated output used to examine the models is provided in the accompanying 
CD-ROM. Tables P, Q and R show summary statistics for 667 fifteen year simulated projections for 
each country model (10,005 individual year simulations in all). These simulations were performed as 
detailed in Appendix B. 
Table P - Summary Statistics of United States Model 
Economic Variables 
Summary Statistic Log Log (Real Log (Real Nominal Log Log 
(Inflation+1 ) Economic Interest Interest (Earnings (Dividend 
Growth+) Rate+1 ) Rate Growth+1 ) Growth+1 ) 
Mean 0.033 0.028 0.030 0.065 0.113 0.086 
Median 0.033 0.028 0.029 0.065 0.113 0.083 
Standard Deviation 0.021 0.028 0.020 0.030 0.061 0.018 
Kurtosis 0.599 0.752 0.831 0.794 -0.004 0.538 
Skewness -0.015 0.033 0.089 0.022 -0.039 0.539 
Minimum -0.054 -0.085 -0.051 -0.085 -0.098 0.010 
Maximum 0.115 0.144 0.122 0.203 0.338 0.167 
Financial Market Variables 
Summary Statistic Long Bond Earnings Dividend 
(30 Year) Yield Yield 
Yield 
Mean 0.116 0.088 0.035 
Median 0.115 0.088 0.035 
Standard Deviation 0.030 0.030 0.014 
Kurtosis 0.901 0.301 2.120 
Skewness 0.024 0.064 0.419 
Minimum -0.039 0.010 0.003 











Asset Returns (Log (1 +Real Returns)) 
Summary Statistic Money Short Medium Long Shares 
Market Bonds Bonds Bonds 
(5 Year) (10 Year) (30 Year) 
Mean 0.030 0.043 0.057 0.076 0.120 
Median 0.029 0.044 0.057 0.076 0.116 
Standard Deviation 0.020 0.044 0.067 0.094 0.169 
Kurtosis 0.831 0.045 0.019 0.481 3.791 
Skewness 0.089 -0.039 -0.034 0.013 0.286 
Minimum -0.051 -0.160 -0.264 -0.430 -1.210 
Maximum 0.122 0.219 0.321 0.492 1.209 
Correlations 
Inflation Real Real Short Medium Long Share 
Growth Interest Bond Bond Bond Returns 
Rate Returns Returns Returns 
Inflation 1 -0.01 -0.05 -0.29 -0.29 -0.28 -0.01 
Real Growth -0.01 1 0.06 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.3 
Real Interest Rate -0.05 0.06 1 0.19 0.03 -0.06 -0.1 
Short Bond Returns -0.29 0.02 0.19 1 0.99 0.96 0.3 
Medium Bond Returns -0.29 0.01 0.03 0.99 1 0.99 0.33 
Long Bond Returns -0.28 0.01 -0.06 0.96 0.99 1 0.33 











Table Q - Summary Statistics of British Model 
Economic Variables 
Summary Statistic Log Log Log (1 + Nominal Log Log 
(1 +Real Real 
(1 +Inflation) Economic Interest Interest (1 +Earnings (1 +Dividend 
Growth) Rate) Rate Growth) Growth) 
Mean 0.043 0.025 0.050 0.098 0.085 0.082 
Median 0.043 0.025 0.050 0.097 0.085 0.082 
Standard Deviation 0.025 0.022 0.017 0.039 0.039 0.018 
Kurtosis 0.075 0.094 0.128 0.081 -0.014 0.021 
Skewness 0.006 0.063 0.007 0.087 -0.016 0.006 
Minimum -0.052 -0.049 -0.018 -0.045 -0.056 0.014 
Maximum 0.144 0.130 0.120 0.255 0.231 0.149 
Financial Market Variables 
Summary Statistic Long Bond Earnings Dividend 
(30 Year) Yield Yield 
Yield 
Mean 0.119 0.048 0.032 
Median 0.119 0.048 0.032 
Standard Deviation 0.011 0.006 0.004 
Kurtosis 0.324 0.416 0.712 
Skewness 0.067 0.169 0.169 
Minimum 0.074 0.024 0.015 
Maximum 0.162 0.075 0.052 
Asset Returns (Log (1 +Real Returns)) 
Summary Statistic Money Short Medium Long Shares 
Market Bonds Bonds Bonds 
(5 Year) (10 Year) (30 Year) 
Mean 0.050 0.064 0.067 0.070 0.072 
Median 0.050 0.064 0.067 0.071 0.072 
Standard Deviation 0.017 0.052 0.059 0.066 0.078 
Kurtosis 0.128 0.031 0.036 0.050 0.090 
Skewness 0.007 -0.018 -0.010 0.002 0.008 
Minimum -0.018 -0.164 -0.193 -0.224 -0.252 












Inflation Real Real Short Medium Long Share 
Growth Interest Bond Bond Bond Returns 
Rate Returns Returns Returns 
Inflation 1 -0.41 0.4 -0.72 -0.73 -0.73 -0.44 
Real Growth -0.41 1 -0.47 -0.08 -0.07 -0.07 0.3 
Real Interest Rate 0.4 -0.47 1 0.06 0.03 -0.01 -0.16 
Short Bond Returns -0.72 -0.08 0.06 1 1 1 0.62 
Medium Bond Returns -0.73 -0.07 0.03 1 1 1 0.63 
Long Bond Returns -0.73 -0.07 -0.01 1 1 1 0.64 
Share Returns -0.44 0.3 -0.16 0.62 0.63 0.64 1 
Table R - Summary Statistics of South African Model 
Economic Variables 
Summary Statistic Log Log (1 + Log (1 + Nominal Log Log 
Real Real 
(1 +Inflation) Economic Interest Interest (1 + (1 + 
Earnings Dividend 
Growth) Rate) Rate Growth) Growth) 
Mean 0.114 0.015 0.033 0.160 0.158 0.156 
Median 0.114 0.015 0.033 0.158 0.158 0.156 
Standard Deviation 0.045 0.025 0.045 0.074 0.074 0.052 
Kurtosis 0.183 0.098 0.271 0.307 0.092 0.296 
Skewness 0.009 0.057 -0.002 0.208 -0.043 -0.027 
Minimum -0.083 -0.076 -0.149 -0.133 -0.113 -0.054 











Financial Market Variables 
Summary Statistic Long Bond Earnings Dividend 
(30 Year) Yield Yield 
Yield 
Mean 0.181 0.052 0.021 
Median 0.178 0.051 0.021 
Standard Deviation 0.038 0.018 0.007 
Kurtosis 0.653 0.438 0.544 
Skewness 0.383 0.327 0.315 
Minimum 0.045 0.008 0.004 
Maximum 0.409 0.127 0.058 
Asset Returns (Log (1 +Real Returns)) 
Summary Statistic Money Short Medium Long Shares 
Market Bonds Bonds Bonds 
(5 Year) (10 Year) (30 Year) 
Mean 0.033 0.045 0.050 0.053 0.070 
Median 0.033 0.045 0.050 0.053 0.067 
Standard Deviation 0.045 0.093 0.111 0.120 0.186 
Kurtosis 0.271 -0.006 0.005 0.061 0.703 
Skewness -0.002 -0.007 0.005 0.012 0.112 
Minimum -0.149 -0.309 -0.389 -0.464 -0.972 
Maximum 0.197 0.466 0.528 0.545 1.103 
Correlations 
Inflation Real Real Short Medium Long Share 
Growth Interest Bond Bond Bond Returns 
Rate Returns Returns Returns 
Inflation 1 0 0.01 -0.48 -0.48 -0.48 -0.02 
Real Growth 0 1 0.13 0 0 0 0.46 
Real Interest Rate 0.01 0.13 1 -0.06 -0.12 -0.15 -0.37 
Short Bond Returns -0.48 0 -0.06 1 1 0.99 0.42 
Medium Bond Returns -0.48 0 -0.12 1 1 1 0.44 
Long Bond Returns -0.48 0 -0.15 0.99 1 1 0.45 












The estimated Freversion factor is much lower for the United States than Britain and South Africa, which 
means that the current underlying means (such as Ilrealinterest.t) change more rapidly, so there is a 
greater probability of them becoming negative over the 15 year period. Since bond yields are linked to 
expected future interest rates, and these are based more on the current underlying mean (Ilrealinterest.t) 
than the current rate (realinterestt), there is a greater probability of bond yields becoming negative. As 
a consequence, negative bond yields are generated in some of the simulations of the United States 
model, whereas this does not occur in the British and South African models. By contrast, the 
constraint on the economic model (see section 5.1.3) which prevents share prices becoming negative, 
also ensures share yields (earnings and dividends yields) are always positive. 
More generally, the Freversion factor influences the volatility of asset returns. The data shows that the 
underlying economic variables in the United States have been stable (e.g. when compared to South 
Africa) but asset returns have been relatively volatile. A low value of Freversion was thus required in the 
model since, ceterus paribus, a lower Freversion means higher volatility of returns because lower values 
of F mean less mean-reversion and consequently higher volatility when returns are measured over 
longer periods. 
Central Expectations 
Expected earnings growth is greater than the sum of inflation and real economic growth because of the 
'change in size' effect described in section 5.1.2 which arises when dividends are less than earnings. 
Expected dividend growth would be equal to expected earnings growth if the initial value for smoothed 
earnings growth (smoothearningso) were set equal to expected earnings growth. However, in these 
simulations, the initial value for smoothearningso is set equal to expected inflation plus real economic 
growth which is why expected dividend growth is lower than expected earnings growth. 
Expected returns from various asset classes are a function of the standard deviation of their return and 
the beta parameter Wreturn). It is important to note that the beta parameter in this case is not a measure 
of risk, as it is in CAPM. For instance, the estimated beta for South Africa is lower than that for the 
United States, but the South African asset returns are more volatile. This is because the modelled 
underlying economic variables (inflation, growth and interest rates) are more variable than those in the 
United States. 
Volatility and Correlation 
The modelled volatility of equity returns is greater than that of bond returns, which in turn is greater 
than that of cash returns. Modelled longer dated bonds also have more volatile returns than returns on 
shorter dated bonds, which is also a phenomenon observed in the data. The modelled smoothing of 
dividends is evident from the lower standard deviation of dividend growth than earnings growth. 
The correlations between the economic variables reflect both the structure of the models and the size 
of the parameters. Whereas there is little correlation between economic variables for both the United 











between asset returns and economic variables are a function of this, but also incorporate built-in 
theoretical correlations. These include that equities and long bonds are negatively correlated to 
changes in real interest rates, that equities are positively correlated to economic growth, and that 
bonds are negatively correlated to inflation. 
Returns on shorter bonds will tend to be positively correlated with changes in real interest rates, since 
the shorter a bond is, the closer it is to being cash. The positive correlation changes to negative 
correlation as the term on the bond increases. This effect is most pronounced in the United States 
model. As expected, bond returns are not highly correlated to economic growth as this is not a direct 
driving variable for bond yields. Short, medium and long bond returns are highly positively correlated to 
each other in all models, and significantly positively correlated to equity returns. 
Equity returns in the United States and South African models are not significantly correlated to inflation, 
but are negatively correlated in the British model. This is due to the structure of the British economic 
model where economic growth and inflation are negatively correlated, which is not the case in the other 
country models. 
6.1.3 Distribution of Returns 
Figure G shows the distribution of log (1 +real return) from the simulations of the United States model 
for the money market, short bonds (5 year), medium bonds (10 year), long bonds (30 year) and 
equities. The increasing expected return moving from cash to bonds to equity can clearly be seen as 
the median of the distributions shifts right. This effect is also observed when moving from short 
through medium to long-dated bonds. The increased volatility associated with higher expected returns 
is also evident as the spread of the distributions increases. Similar figures for the British and South 





















Figuce H silO"" the dist ri bution 01 ,imul~tml equ ity rdurns compared 10 a normal distr ibution wit~ the 
S;'nlC '11e~n <<nli v<"i~rtCe T~e nrn -normality of srn ulated retu ms IS elea rly e'~dellt. Mooelled equity 
returns can be described as leptoku rtic a5 t~ey show h .~her prooab i il;es 01 values dose to the mean 
as well as hi[f1er ~robabi l ities of extreme nlues. Simulated bond returns ::li sa demonstr~te this 
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Figure I illuslrutes Ihe extreme ne<;;at lve ta il events wrJ c~ occLJrred in tr,e t 0,005 simulatK"" of the US 
mod~, If the relurns were norrn~lIydistributed, a I"!; (1 + real relurn) of - 1.2 ('M1icl1 correSpalds to a 
nom ' lal relurn of - 69%) or worse would be nearly imp ossl~le. whereas ~ere it occurred once in 10,005 
simul"tions. Sililier (1 981 ) sUg<;;ested that obse.-ved voiali lities were inconsistent 'Mth the assumplbn 
of efficient mvrkets. However, he.-e. a modellr,at assumes erricieocy produces non-normal returns 
witll exlreme negat ve eve.-% 
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6,1,3,1 Decay of Equity Risk 
In Ihe 'Nilkie mo~fO, equity risk, or the volatility of equity returns. G&CclYS over time so for ex~mple the 
~nnualised voi?tility of 5 year returns is lower than the annual volat i ity of - ye,,, returns, This ~ecay is 
c~used by the t'le?n reversion of divicenc y,elcs This is sOl1etimes referreG to ~s · time 
diversitic~lIon' ? nd Howie (1997), based on et'lp"ica' evicence, arg ued thclt eq udy ris k Goes not ~ecay 
in this w~y , From IIle 10,005 Sl11ulati'X1S of the US l'lOC,,", th6 annuallsed stanGard G6.,iation of Io!l 
(1+re~ equily return) reduces fro01 0, 17 ove.-1 ye~r to 015 over 15 ye?rs, l'¥'hich sugges1s 1hat llle 
r'loGel predicts IIwt equity risk t'l~rg,n~lIy dec?ys over time 
The d&C8y of equity risk in 110dels like Wilkie is due to IIle "utoreQress ve property of v?'iables This 
prop6'ty is inconsistE<l t with the pure form 01 j)e efficient l1mket 11ypo',hesis, However, recent studies, 
such as Lo & r...1acKinlay (1988) and Ca t'lpbell. Lo & MacKi n~,y (1997). I",ve found empiriccll evicence 
l1?t st?tlstic~lIy s>] nificant positive autoccn~ajon exists between asset returns in successive SllO't 
(less than a year) psriods, In other worGS, the retu'ns are to Sot'le extent predict"ble. Tiley mgue ti),,1 
thIS is not evid6nce again,t the efficiency of l1arkets. but 'eflect"'6 of ra:lonal factors such ~s fr K;!i Q<1s 
in the t'ac:ng voces>. Moreover, whereas this pr6dic:ab"ty is sta:is:ically Si[11i fican:. it is not 
explo<loole whoo tr~nsactial costs ?re ?lIowed for 
Howe & O~vies 12002) find ~ simil,,, pallern in UK d<Jt" ',0 tile simulcl',ed retLJrns shown ~bove 
although tile G&Cay of equ ity risk waS nol sllOwn ',0 be stcl tistic"lIy sinn ific<ul'.. C"mpIJeli & Viceir? 
(2002) sho',.,- :hal:ne decay of equi:,' risk and r'lean·reversic<l of 6quity relurns w 'e r'l~t"er'l~IQ,lIy 
equ ivalen t. For r'lean·reversion to occur, equity returns must exh iJ i', negcltive rclther tI""l posil'",e 
aU',ocorre!a'.ion, As cwl be expected, tile slmu !clte~ equity returns exhibil Sl1cl ll ner.",,'.i.,e 
autocorre!cl:ion, 'Nhich is close ',0 "ero o.,er 1 yem but -O 1 over 5 yems 
In contrast to the posit",e ~utocorr""~t lon found In returns ovsr short penocs studies (such as Fan", & 
French (1 9HIl) and Poterb~ & Sut'lt'lers (1 98H)) h?ve lou nd negat ,ve autocorr61wion be"We&n longer 
periods and the'efore evidence 10' t'le?n reversion Givoo the st'lall sa01 pie si7es ?v~il~b le l or test,ng 
ialg·hori7oo returns , tt-,ese stud 'es h~ve terxJed not to produce stcltistically signiti c~nt results 
(R"h~rcson & Stxk (1989) clnd Rich~rdson (1 993)). 
As discussed by Howie & O"vies (2002) ',here is 5Or'le, butlir'lited, ev idence lor slow <\I1d weak r'lean -
re.,ersion in equity ma!'ke:s By slow. i: is l1eant that the mearHevers'on is only observable over lonn 
pE<io~s so is no: explcitable by short·terl1 tracing, and by w,;ak i: is t'leant that the ,;Ifec: is small The 
modelled equity 'e turns e.hibit these two ch~racte ristJ cs. By contrast l10dels such ~s Wilkie e. h,b ,t 
mean·reversion , .. 'hlch is stronger , and it'lply that the effect can be exploited by traGlng. 
6.1.3.2 Dividend Yields 
The mecln·'everS·Q<l 01 retums in l10dets I;ke Wilkie is because equity prices ~re r'lo~elled (>'1 a 
stroogtj t'le?n·reverting ~ ividend yield , Here. the r'lode!led d:vidend yie'd is not" detett'linant of eQCIity 
returns, and the t'lodfO is constructed so that equ i·y re"Urns ~ re independent 01 dividends. This me~ns 










asset-liabi:ity study However, i: is wor:I' consicering the properties 01 tile modellec d;V1dend yield 
Tilese ~ro~erti~s do rlOt say In,'tlling abO'.-,: the goc:<Jness-o'-fil of the equily return model. bu, only 
aboul tlw goodness-aI-fit of the " ividend moe," i.e. they,..-e 8 ,est 01 ,he smoo:hing lunction spec,l;"c· 
in Section 5,1.2.3. 
F>;,ure J plots the observec auto correlations 01 divide.od yielcs over lags 011 to 15 years, Five series 
are shown. The W l kie (1995) UK rr·ode l f<x c lvidend yielcs (ignoring the lerrn linking divd er'id yields to 
p,c e idatio,,) is show" tor 5,000 s'rnulalions. logell",r willlth~ oul~u: trorn 10,005 simulat",,,s 01 :he 
Brit ish model Also sl"J()wn is Ihe autocoroelatio'l observ[!<J b~twe~11 divi"~l1d yi"ds of II", FTSE All 
Share Incex samplec a: Ihe end 01 eJetl year Over :he ~eriod 31/12/1%4 to 31 .. 12.12001 . al1d Ille 95% 
co"(ide,,ce inlerva l 01 :hese es:inlates lrorn th~ FTSE All ShJre Irldex 
Figure J - Au:ocorrcl8tbo 01 Div r.Jcnd Yiclc IBritishMmI) 








Coo " .. "" 
- . - w.k1' - . - Modo"'" - . - "." AI ."'". ' 
The Wi lkie mocel descril>es :he dala we ll (no11119 th8t tn~ dal8 plotted Includes data after that used to 
lit the ,VI kie moCel). but :he British civ d erxJ nl<xJeI fits less w,,1 Although the pattern is similar to both 
Ille da,a anc' W;!kie (t.o tha: Ihe autocorrelalion "eclines ~x~on~l1tially u"t,l a lag 01 ooout 5 years and IS 
tnsn relatively constant). Ihe level is too Iligll i ,e. the mooell~d aulocorrelation ~pe,..s ,00 high 
However. there are large confi"e<lce lX>cllxJs arxJ :he mo(klled autocor,elatioc is within the 95% 
co"fic'ence bounds The fac: Ihe Wi lkie (1995) I llS the "ivr.Jend dal8 well cae be e,~ectec' givec that 
thai rTloc'eI was ~arameterised directly 00 the civr.Jend ;iel" dJ:a, wh~reas :his mood is parameter isec' 
indirectly , Specifca lly, the model for c'iv idends attempts o"ly to lit :he observed v ~ ati lity 01 div r.J erxJ 
yieids ralher than oI.!serve" lagg[!<J aulocorrelat ioos 
These results indlcate IhJ: tl'e dividen" mod~1 rnJy be Inco"""tly speCified It wou ld a~pear that a 










tile expor>en:ial smoo:hir"] moeel us~ for dividelld, ) wOJld ~e mOre appropr:a\e However, \he facl 
tilat modelled diviGend yields co oot exp lain tile o~serv~ data very well COB' not delract from \he 
overall model mucil because the model for equity returns is ce,igr>ed to be iflceperiGent of diviGeriGs 
Thi, mean, tilat only in appl icat""" wilere returns are required to be separated into income anc 
capital woulC this aspect of tile mD<!el be a~ issue. 
6.1.3.3 Yield Curve 
The eXls!er.ce of volatility related risk premium5 at"">C I iqUldl1y preference (see sectio~ 4.2 4) re5u lts i~ 
the natural' shape of the yi-"d cu rve oelng upward skJp.ng In the parameterisatlon of the model (see 
section 52.1) expecte~ long bo~ returns ae set higher than those 0' shorter Ix><1d returns, which 
means the "itia l Io<1g yifOds are higher tha" short yifO~S ar~ thus the y:eld curve is upward slo:>ing, 
However. i"verted y~~ curves are 01\611 o~served in ma"y makels. Sect:oll 6.2 below ~iscusses 
calibration to curre"t market co.-ld ll>c><lS i. e, how the model Ca.l be adapted 10 reflect such ecollomic 
real;tie" ~ut i\ is also worlll co"siGeri" g wh~ther the model w~ 1 ge"L'fal~ illverted y~d curves in sorne 
sirnulalio.-lS. given llle init ial cOfld ,l io.-l of CWI upward ,'opir,,] yi"d curve, Figure K sllOWS 10 sirnulati:)ns 
from the Brilosll moe" of IIle differerlCe betwL'en sllOr: ""d IOilg ,ields over 15 years, wi\h the ir,\ial 
GOfiGltlons of an upwarc ,'oplr>g yi"c curve. 
- .... --------~ 




rigu re K 5hows cleariy that the mD<!el irICorporates non-paral lel shifts of the ,;eld CUrve because the 
"mulated cIlanges in short aM lor>g yi .. ds are oot coost""!. Also, as can oe seen, there are 
occasion, wilen t ile cur,e becomes :mertec {when the difference oeONe"" long and 5hort rates "5 
rlCgativ~ I From 667 5im u l a :i o~s of the Briti sh model. the pcobablli!y of 30 year bot"">C yielc5 beir>g less 
th"" 2 year bOild y",ld, was j 0.3%. This iriG :Cates that tile mD<!el exhiO its a Slgnifica~t proba~ H y of 











At the short end of the yield curve (in extremis, the interest rate on cash) it is very uncommon for 
nominal yields to be negative. In major markets, only Japan has come close to experiencing negative 
interest rates, with the official discount rate falling as low as 0.1 % (Bank of Japan (2001 )). It is 
deflationary environments when inflation is very low or even negative, which are themselves 
uncommon, when negative interest rates may occur. By contrast, negative real interest rates are much 
more common, and often associated with strong monetary policy. Negative yields on long bonds are 
unheard of in economic history. Table S shows the estimated probability of the model generating 
negative inflation, nominal interest rates, real interest rates, and long bond yields for each of the 3 
countries, based on 10,005 simulations of each model. 
Table S - Probability of negative inflation, interest rates and yields 
Model Negative Negative Nominal Negative Real Negative 30 Year 
Inflation Interest Rate Interest Rate Bond Yield 
USA 5.2% 1.7% 6.4% 0.1% 
Britain 4.6% 0.4% 0.2% 0.0% 
South Africa 0.6% 1.3% 22.4% 0.0% 
The South African model shows a lower probability of deflation simply because the average inflation 
rate is higher. All three country models show low probabilities of negative nominal interest rates and, 
apart from South Africa, this probability is lower than the probability of negative inflation i.e. even in 
deflationary environments, interest rates tend to be positive. The modelled standard deviation of South 
African nominal interest rates is higher than of the USA or Britain, and is also substantially higher than 
the modelled standard deviation of South African inflation, and hence the probability of negative 
nominal interest rates is higher than the probability of negative inflation. 
Apart from South Africa, the probability of negative real interest rates is relatively low. It is high for 
South Africa mainly because of the higher volatility of real interest rates. For the British model, the 
probability is very low, and is lower than the probability of negative nominal rates. This is because the 
British model has a high mean real interest rate, as well as the lowest volatility of real interest rates. 
For all three models, the probability of negative long bond yields is negligible or zero. 
The discussion above shows how the parameterisation of the model can capture the nuances of how 
economies and their financial markets differ from each other. Notable is how an emerging market 
(South Africa) differs from the two developed markets. The parameterisation for other markets, as well 











6.2 Adapting and Using Model 
6.2.1 Parameterisation 
For any practical application of this model, the parameterisation will need to be considered. This is the 
same as considering the actuarial assumptions made for an actuarial valuation or premium calculation. 
When "setting the assumptions" for the model, it is worth considering both the economic history and 
current market conditions in the market where the model is to be applied. 
In general, it is now widely accepted as best practice to deduce as much as possible from current 
market conditions about the expectations of future economic variables. For example, the current yield 
curve could be used as an estimator of the expected return on bonds of different durations, as well as 
the pattern of future interest rates. In markets where inflation-linked bonds are available, the real yield 
curve is an estimator of the expected real return on inflation-linked bonds of different durations, as well 
as the pattern of future real interest rates. The difference between the nominal yield curve and the real 
yield curve is an estimator of inflation over different periods. 
In markets without inflation-linked bonds, there are no market estimates of future inflation and real 
interest rates, but rather an upper limit specified by the nominal yield curve. Here central expectations 
for inflation and real interest rates can be deduced by the current yield curve and the historic real return 
generated by bonds (assuming there is a sufficiently long and reliable data series to estimate this), 
and/or by reference to other markets that do have inflation-linked bonds. 
The parameters for the central expectations of the bond, inflation and interest rate models are 
therefore relatively straightforward to set, given current market conditions. However, other key 
parameters cannot be deduced from current market variables. These parameters include the central 
expectation for future economic growth, the equity risk premium (and hence the expected equity 
return) and the future volatility of all modelled variables. 
Some of these parameters can at least be bounded, for example financial theory would argue for a 
positive equity risk premium, but these types of bounds are not particularly useful in determining 
parameters. There are a number of multi-country long term studies of financial markets and 
economies, such as Dimson, Marsh & Staunton (2002), that can assist in setting parameters like the 
equity risk premium and expected economic growth (and hence dividend and earnings growth). The 
best estimate of future volatilities are past volatilities. 
There are two approaches that can be used to re-parameterise the models: 
(a) Parameterise from first principles. This is the most time-consuming approach and will involve 
all the steps described in Section 5. This approach will be required if the model is to be 












(b) Modify existing parameters. The means and/or volatilities of variables can be modified, whilst 
keeping the structure of the model unchanged. This approach is most likely to be used when 
calibrating the model to current market conditions, and is described below. 
6.2.2 Calibration to Current Market Conditions 
To make the model consistent with current market conditions at any point in time, the parameters will 
need to be adjusted. This process will be illustrated by means of an example. At 31 December 2002, 
the conditions set out in Table T prevailed in the UK (from RIMES (2003) and The Economist (2003)). 
Table T - Market Conditions at 31 December 2002* 
Variable Value 
20 Year Government Bond Yield 4.47% 
Over 5 Year Index-Linked Real Yield (Assuming 5% Inflation) 2.02% 
Dividend Yield 3.55% 
Earnings Yield 5.16% 
Retail Price Inflation Over Previous 12 Months 2.9% 
Return on Money Market Investments Over Previous 12 
Months** 4.0% 
Real GOP Growth Over Previous 12 Months 2.2% 
* before log transformations 
** assuming they earned Base Rate 
It is possible to set the initial conditions for inflation2oo2 (log (1 +inflation rate) in year 2002 = 0.029), 
realgrowth 2oo2 (log (1 +real economic growth rate) in year 2002 = 0.022), and realinterest2oo2 (log (1 + 
real short term interest rate) in year 2002 or log (1 + real money market return) = 0.011). 
Since the UK has inflation-linked bonds, there is a market-implied estimate for future inflation and 
hence an estimate for the initial value of /-!inflation.t. This is equal to the fixed interest yield less the index-
linked real yield (less an inflation risk premium). If for example the inflation risk premium was assumed 
to be 0.5%, /-!inftation.2003 would be set equal to 0.019. 
For the expected return on fixed interest bonds to equal the current yield, either the assumed risk 
premium for asset classes must be fixed and the value of /-!realinterest.t deduced, or /-!realinterest,t must be 
fixed and the risk premium deduced, The latter of the two is slightly easier: if /-!realinterest,2003 is set equal 
to realinterest2oo2 (0.011), the log (1 + real risk premium) (relative to cash) on 20 year bonds equals the 
current yield less expected future inflation (/-!inftation,2003) less expected future real interest rates 
(/-!realinterest,2oo3), which is 0.014. 
Financial theory would argue for a risk premium on shares greater than that on bonds, but how much 











shows one of the techniques that can be used. It is more important, particularly if the results of the 
modelling are to be used for mean-variance optimisation, to ensure consistency between expected 
returns (and hence risk premiums) and modelled volatilities. Smith et al. (2000) provides a useful 
discussion on setting consistent assumptions. 
In order for the initial earnings yield in the model to equal the current earnings yield, either the equity 
risk premium must be fixed, and J.lrealgrowth.t deduced, or J.lrealgrowth.t fixed and the equity risk premium 
deduced. If, for arguments sake, the equity risk premium (relative to bonds) is set at 4%, the log (1 + 
real risk premium) relative to cash would be 0.053, and J.lrealgrowth,2003 would need to be 0.008 (found by 
trial and error) so that the initial earnings yield equalled 5.16%. The initial payout ratio should be set so 
that the initial dividend yield equalled the current dividend yield. 
As can be seen in the example above, judgement is required when adapting and using the model. The 
conclusion that judgement remains important was supported by Huber & Verrall (1999). 
6.2.3 Potential Uses of Model 
In Section 2.1.3, the potential uses of asset-liability models were discussed. Given that variables in 
this model have been modelled on an annual basis, rather than over the shorter term, it lends itself 
best to use for medium to long term asset allocation decisions, especially for pension funds but also 
potentially for insurance funds. Uses in risk management, especially over the shorter term such as 
that conducted by banks, are probably better served by shorter term models. Additionally, given that 
the model is derived in real-world rather than risk-neutral space, uses in derivative pricing are fairly 
limited. 
6.3 Evaluation of Model 
Section 3.1 described three main criteria for evaluating the model, namely consistency with economic 
theory, parsimony and reasonable output. These are each discussed in turn below. 
1. Consistency with economic theory. The method of construction ensures that the model is 
consistent with economic theory, in particular the models for the pricing of bonds and equity, which 
are based on the well-established theory that prices are the discounted value of (expected) future 
cashflows. However, although the economic model is consistent with the economic assumptions 
made, these assumptions are based on economic theory where there is sometimes no consensus 
or even competing theories. Additionally, certain economic relationships proposed were found not 
to be statistically significant. 
2. Parsimony (Simplicity). Parsimony can be measured by the complexity of the model structure, as 
well as the number of parameters that are required. The structure is relatively straightforward, and 
compares favourably to other models. One possible exception is the equity model (particularly the 
earnings per share adjustment), which is more complex than, for example, Wilkie (1995). 
However, this added complexity can be justified if the goodness-of-fit of equity returns is better. 











though the modelled returns are non-normal. In terms of the number of parameters, the British 
model has 21 parameters (which includes 5 initial values of variables), which compares to 29 
(including 6 initial values of variables, but excluding the parameters related to wages, index-linked 
gilts, property and exchange rates) from the Wilkie (1995) model for the British economy. The US 
model has the same number of parameters, whereas the South African model has one less. In 
summary, the model compares favourable to other models on the criteria of parsimony, although 
some elements, such as the equity pricing model, are still relatively complex. 
3. Reasonableness of Output. Given that the model compare favourably on the first two criteria, if 
the goodness-of-fit is adequate, the model can be regarded as an improvement on existing models. 
However, no formal goodness-of-fit tests were conducted on the overall model because of the 
method of estimating parameters. To determine whether the model produces better output, the 
question must be asked whether the properties of the model better represent the observed 
properties of financial markets. Firstly, by definition, the model is not meant to be predictive 
because market efficiency was assumed, and indeed it is argued that calibration to current market 
conditions (for the means/expectations of variables) is preferable. This means that a comparison 
of the goodness-of-fit of first moments (means) to past data is not a useful comparison, because 
the user is meant to change these to reflect current market conditions. 
Even though the goodness-of-fit of the economic model is not a criterion for evaluating the model 
(the goodness-of-fit of the financial model is the criterion), it is worth considering the fit of the 
economic model. Only statistically significant relationships between variables were included in the 
economic model, but a number of statistically significant relationships were rejected on theoretical 
grounds. Consequently the goodness-of-fit of the economic model is likely to be poorer than 
models where there are no theoretical constraints imposed. 
With regards to the financial model, this was fitted to historic volatilities/standard deviations, so fits 
the data well in this regard. However, a model that fits past standard deviations is easy to achieve 
e.g. a multi-variate normal model where modelled covariances are set equal to observed past 
covariances will fit perfectly when measured on the goodness-of-fit to standard deviations. The 
main advantage of the proposed model is the way it captures features observed in real markets 
that go beyond a simple standard deviation measure. Most notable is the non-normal distribution 
of returns, which exhibits significant leptokursis (fat-tails) and shows higher probabilities of severe 
down-market returns than is predicted by a normal or log-normal distributions. The feature of 
weak and slow mean reversion that is observed in markets is also captured by the proposed model. 
The modelled yield curve also captures features observed in markets, in particular non-parallel 
shifts and inversions of the yield curve. In the financial model, one weakness is the fit of dividend 
yields. However, equity returns are independent from dividends in the model, so do not detract 












The model is theory-based, and consistent with market efficiency (in the semi-strong form). By 
contrast, several of the main existing models (including Wilkie (1995), Thomson (1996) and Maturity 
Guarantees Working Party (1980)) are not consistent with market efficiency. The economic and 
financial economic theory on which the model is based represents basic theory and consequently the 
structure of the model makes intuitive sense. An example of this intuitive appeal is that the structure 
implies that equities are riskier than bonds, which in turn are riskier than cash. Also, long bonds are 
more risky than short bonds (in absolute terms). 
The underlying assumption of efficiency means that whatever the initial economic variables, results will 
be consistent with them and asset returns will be "efficient" in that they will not imply that successful 
trading strategies exist. This contrasts strongly with models like Wilkie (1995), which do imply that 
successful trading strategies exist e.g. if dividend yields are below the average, Wilkie implies that 
equities should be underweighted because the dividend yield should revert to the average and 
consequently equity returns should be lower than average. The proposed model incorporates the 
Miller & Modigliani (1958) hypothesis that dividends are irrelevant, and hence dividend yield is 
irrelevant. It should be noted, however, that overall the model does not conform to all aspects of 
efficient markets, as is discussed below in Section 6.3.2. 
The model is relatively simple and is also quite flexible, which means it can be adapted quite easily e.g. 
it can be calibrated to current market conditions, or adapted for different economies. It is hoped that 
the model is not perceived as a "black box". The method used for estimating risk premium (which 
does not give a particularly good fit, see below) could easily be replaced with an alternative method. 
The model incorporates a full term structure of interest rates/bond yields, and exhibits non-parallel 
shifts and inversions of the yield curve. The model also includes real economic growth as an 
explanatory variable, which was not included in the Wilkie (1995) and Thomson (1996) models. 
Modelled return distributions are leptokurtic, a feature observed in financial markets. However, the 
shape of the distribution was not directly assumed, and is generated without having to simulate 
variables from non-normal distributions. This approach is much easier than trying to generate 
leptokurtic distributions directly. The return distributions exhibit infrequent extreme negative tail events, 
with a probability far higher than those predicted by normal or log-normal models, again a feature 
observed in financial markets. Equity returns also exhibit slow and weak mean-reversion, which is 
consistent with data and other studies. This slow and weak mean-reversion does not violate the 
assumption of efficiency because the mean-reversion is so slow and weak that it does not represent a 
successful trading strategy. 
6.3.2 Weaknesses 
Whereas theoretical consistency is regarded as a strength of the model, a possible weakness is the 
theory itself, some of which is debatable and possibly conflicting, especially the economic theory. The 











eliminates any of the economic model assumptions that are not supported by the data, but the financial 
model assumptions determine the formulation of the financial model and were not tested against the 
data. Several of the financial model assumptions can and have been challenged by researchers, for 
example assumptions 1 (market efficiency) and 2 (a linear relationship between expected real return 
and the standard deviation of real return) have been the subject of a huge body of research, without a 
consensus view having emerged. If an assumption such as market efficiency does not hold, it is by no 
means clear what should alternatively be assumed. Therefore, although the assumptions made may 
not represent reality perfectly and are therefore open to question, it is not clear what other assumptions 
could have been made that represented reality better. 
The method of estimating the parameters uses a blend of classical statistical techniques and 
heuristic/iterative methods. Method of moments statistical estimation is used where the observed 
variances (volatilities) in the financial markets have been used to estimate 'the reversion" parameter', 
Freversion' Although no formal test of goodness-of-fit was conducted, it is reasonable to assume that the 
model does not fit the data as well as a model that had not been constrained by theoretical 
assumptions. However, the model produces reasonable output and is indeed superior to some 
existing models, especially in the features it produces for return distributions. 
There are two components of the model which are not borne out by data: the risk/return relationship for 
determining risk premiums, and dividends. Section 6.2 describes other approaches that can be used 
for establishing risk premiums, and it is recommended that users of the model consider alternative 
approaches and exercise judgement when setting assumptions for risk premiums. One aspect that 
could be included is the covariance between asset classes. Efficient markets allow for the covariance 
between asset classes in risk premiums, as they represent diversifiable risks, and this is one aspect 
where the model does not fully conform the efficient market hypothesis. However, the model is 
sufficiently flexible that risk premiums can be independently specified and this incorporated. 
Although the poor fit of the dividend yield model is a weakness in a statistical sense, the dividend 
model does not affect the equity returns, so this weakness does not detract from the overall model. 
More generally, the fitting process, which did not allow an overall goodness-of-fit test of the model, and 
the availability of data (notably on earnings per share) made the statistical evaluation less satisfactory. 
In particular, the assumption that the reversion factor F was 1 when estimating the autoregressive 
parameters appears to be invalid for the US economy, but reasonable for Britain and South Africa. 
Because of the criterion of parsimony, more complex, possibly better fitting models, were not 
considered. In particular, with regards the (explanatory) economic variables, these were restricted to 3 
(money supply, for example, could also have been conSidered), lags longer than one year were not 
considered, and non-normality of residuals was not explored. Despite the goal of parsimony, some 
aspects of the model are still quite complex, notably the model for share prices, which includes a 
"dummy" variable. 
The model does not include property or inflation-linked bonds. Neither does it model wages or 











means that incorporating property, inflation-linked bonds and wages would be relatively straightforward. 
Incorporating exchange rates would not be straightforward, but the necessity for exchange rates in the 
model is unclear. Certainly, having multi-country models linked by exchange rate models would not be 
parsimonious. 
That interest rates (particularly nominal interest rates) and even bond yields can become negative in 
the model is arguable an unattractive feature of the model. However, the modelled probability of 













The proposed model, which is based on economic and financial economic theory and parameterised 
on past data, has several features that are superior to existing models for certain applications. Most 
notable is the leptokursis and "fat-tails" exhibited in return distributions, a feature of real world financial 
returns. The applications that would most benefit from these features are those such as reserving and 
risk analysis. The non-normal return distributions are generated without having to make direct 
assumptions about the shape of the distribution, or having to simulate any variables from non-normal 
distributions. Consequently, the model compares favourably on the criterion of parsimony and indeed 
has fewer parameters than the Wilkie (1995) model, even when the parameters related to wages, 
index-linked gilts, property and exchange rates are excluded from Wilkie. By design, the model is 
consistent with the assumptions made at the outset, and consequently with the economic and financial 
economic theory on which the assumptions are based. The most important of these theoretical bases 
is that of market efficiency. Although some of this theory is still being debated, much of it is widely 
accepted, at least in broad terms. 
The parameterisation of the model indirectly poses an interesting question: are the variables 
stationary? Stationarity was not tested statistically, but the parameter estimation, given the 
assumptions of the model, answers the question whether the observed volatility in the financial 
markets can be explained by stationary (mean-reverting) economic variables. The estimated 
parameters for each of the 3 country parameterisations implied the economic variables were not 
stationary e.g. if inflation and interest rates were stationary, the long bond yield, under the assumptions 
of the model, would be significantly less volatile than is observed. 
7.2 Recommendations for Further Research 
The identified weaknesses of the model, as well the many interesting topics touched on that were 
beyond the scope of the study, present several topics for which further research is recommended. 
Notably, further research could consider alternative risk-return models (including models that consider 
risk measures other than standard deviation of return) and alternative dividend yield models that better 
fit observed autocorrelation. 
Parameterisation of the model using longer data series, as well as data for other countries could be 
considered, as well as extending the model to cover property, inflation-linked bonds and wages. 
Alternative formulations may be investigated, e.g. incorporating additional constraints that prevent 
negative nominal interest rates and bond yields, possibly with a yield curve model that can be fully 
calibrated to the current yield curve. Also, time intervals other than annual could be considered, as 
well as lags longer than one time period. Non-normal errors could potentially be incorporated, possibly 











More analysis of the behaviour of economic variables and markets could be undertaken, particularly 
into the decay of equity risk, both empirically and theoretically, and the stationarity of economic 
variables in general. The proposed model implies certain insider trading profits, and it would be 
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Appendix A - Data 
All data is for the 15 years 30106/1983 to 30106/1998, or less if data is not available for the full period. 
GDP Growth 
Data is available for an inflation adjusted GDP index, GDPRt . 
The annual log (1 + real economic growth) in year t = log [GDPRt 1 GDPRt_1 ] 
= log [ GDPRt ] - log [ GDPRt_1 ]. 
The following data series were used: 
Gross Domestic Product 
Country I-NET code Description Notes 
United States USAGPR Total GDP at constant prices -
Britain UKGPR Total GDP at constant prices -
South Africa NGDPA Total GDP at constant prices -
Inflation 
Data is available for a retail price index, CPlt . 
The annual log (1 + inflation rate) in year t = log [CPl t 1 CPl t-1 ] = log [CPl t ] -log [CPl t-1 ]. 
The following data series were used: 
Inflation 
Country I-NET code Description Notes 
United States USCPI Consumer Price Index -
Britain UKCPI Consumer Price Index -
South Africa ECPI Consumer Price Index -
Short-term Interest Rates 
Data is available for a short term interest rate, INTt (which is expressed as an annualised rate). 
Monthly data was obtained, and the return in one month is assumed to be MRt where 











INTt = annuallised interest rate at end of month 
INTt_1 = annuallised interest rate at start of month. 
12 
The annual log (1 + return) in one year is therefore = I log (MRt + 1) 
t = 1 
The series for South Africa is a money market index, MMln, and not an interest rate, so the annual 
(1 + log return) in year n simply log [MMl n 1 MMln-1]. The annual log (1 + real return) is the nominal 
return less the log (1 + inflation rate). The following data series were used: 
Interest Rates 
Country I-NET code Description Notes 
United States USTB3M 3 Month Treasury Bill 
UDDPTN Call Rate from 30106/1994 onwards 
Britain UKODR Official Discount Rate 
GPDPTN Call Rate from 30106/1994 onwards 
South Africa GMC1 Money Market Index Index, not rate 
Bonds 
Data is available for a government bond yield, BYt . This is a yield convertible half yearly, so the annual 
log (1 + yield) = log [ (1 + BYt 12)2]. 
Returns 
Let Ct = (1 + BYt 1 2 )2 -1. Then assume that a bond at time t has term of n years, pays coupons of Ct 
annually in arrears, has just been issued, has effective annual yield of Ct , and has a price of Pt = 1 (as 
the bond will stand at par). One year later, at time (t+1), the bond will have outstanding term of (n-1) 
years, pay a coupon of Ct , have an effective annual yield of Ct+1, and have a price of Pt+1 (where Pt+1 = 
Ct a n-1 + V n-1 discounted at rate Ct+1). 
The nominal return in one year (t) is approximately Rt where 
Rt = [Pt+1 + CJ 1 Pt - 1 = Pt+1 + Ct - 1. 
The log (1 + return) is then log (Rt + 1), and annual log (1 + real return) is the nominal return less the 











Country I-NET code Description Notes 
United States USGB2Y 2 Year Gov Bond Yield Series starts 31/07/1993 
USGB5Y 5 Year Gov Bond Yield Series starts 31/07/1993 
USGB10 10 Year Gov Bond Yield Series starts 30106/1993 
USGB30 30 Year Gov Bond Yield -
Britain UKGB5Y 5 Year Gov Bond Yield Series starts 31/05/1997 
UKGB10 10 Year Gov Bond Yield -
UKGB30 30 Year Gov Bond Yield Series starts 31/05/1997 
South Africa JAYC02 2 Year Gov Bond Yield Series starts 31/01/1986 
JAYC05 5 Year Gov Bond Yield Series starts 31/01 11986 
JAYC10 10 Year Gov Bond Yield Series starts 31/01 11986 
JAYC30 30 Year Gov Bond Yield Series starts 31/10/1988 
Equities 
Dividends and Earnings 
Data is available for a share price index Pt. dividend yield DYt , and earnings yield EYt , which was 
obtained annually. A dividend index Dt can be defined as Pt . DYt. and the dividend growth in year n is 
approximately [ Dn+l/2 I Dn-1I2 - 1]. This is because the dividend index Dt relates to dividends that were 
paid on average 6 months ago. The log (1 + dividend growth) is then log [ Dn+l/2]- log [Dn-1/2 ]. An 
earnings index and earnings growth rates can be calculated in the same way. The following data 
series were used: 
Eguit~ Dividend & Earnings Growth 
Country I-NET code Description Notes 
United States FSPI S & P 500 Composite Index -
FSPIDY Dividend Yield Series starts 31/01/1992 
FSPIEY Earnings Yield -
Britain FTALL[C] FTSE All Share Index Series starts 28/02/1993 
FTALL[Y] Dividend Yield Series starts 28/02/1993 
FTALL[X] Earnings Yield Series starts 28/02/1993 
South Africa CI01 [C] JSE All Share Index -
CI01 [Y] Dividend Yield -











FT Actuaries Indices 
Data is available on I-NET (1999) from 31/10/1987 onwards for a share price index Pt and dividend 
yield DYt. The indices are in US$, and are converted into local currency by multiplying by the relevant 
exchange rate. Dividend growth can be calculated in the same way as above. Monthly data was 
obtained, and the return in one month is approximately MRt where 
MRt = [ Pt + Dt 1 12 1 1 Pt-1 - 1, where 
Pt = price index in local currency at end of month t 
Dt = dividend index in local currency at end of month t. 
12 
The annual log (1 + return) in one year is then = I log (MRt + 1) 
t = 1 
The following data series were used: 
FT Actuaries Indices 
Country I-NET code Description Notes 
United States FTUSAU[C] FT Actuaries Index in US$ -
FTUSAU[y] Dividend Yield -
Britain FTUKMU[C] FT Actuaries Index in US$ -
FTUKMU[y] Dividend Yield -
USDGBP Dollar Pound exchange rate -
South Africa FTSAFU[C] FT Actuaries Index in US$ -
FTSAFU[y] Dividend Yield -











Appendix B - Simulations of the Stochastic Model 
This appendix describes how outcomes of the economic and financial market variables were 
simulated. 
Economic Model 
The initial starting values for ~inftation,O, ~realrowth,O, and ~realinterest,O were set equal to the observed mean 
over the period. Initial values for the economic variables were set equal to the initial means as follows: 
inflationo = ~inftation,O 
realgrowtho = ~realrowth,O 
realinteresto = ~realinterest,O· 
These can be described as neutral starting positions, and it means that the unconditional expectation 
of each variable for all t 2: 0 equals the initial value of the variable. 
Financial Market Model 
The coupons on bonds are set equal to exp[inflationo + realinteresto + riskpremiumterm,couponl - 1 so that 
bonds stand at par at time zero. The initial smoothed earnings value, smoothearnings_1, was set equal 
to inflationo + realgrowtho, and risk premiums were originally set at zero. 
667 simulations of returns over 15 years were produced, which equates to 10,005 individual year 
simulations. These simulations were used to calculate the standard deviation of returns and re-
estimate the risk premiums, using the volatility from the previous simulation and the risk premium 
model as specified in Section 5.1.2,1. This iterative process was repeated until the standard deviation 
of returns was calculated to an accuracy of two decimal places. 
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